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b?rs are participating In quite a 
number (sf ESPRIT, RACE and {ither 
projects. T h e  major  ateas of 
reseai-ct; promotioi; :hiough the 
- 
~ , ( > r \ ; , f ~ ~ ; ~ i ~ ; ~ ;  E~:<>pc;n 
C:irnmunities are .well in !ine with 
;lie long term research goals of 
L R ~ ~ M  members. Oiiie; parts of the 
2.r[ic .- ,-  
: t l  pr 1c;;arnriiej of ERCIIVI ;iie 
running smoothly, like the fellow- 
ship programme, rhe series of scien- 
tific: \/v-orkshops, the training pro- 
gra!rinie or the EKCiM News. We 
have s~rcceeded in creating a kind 
(if  corporate identity, and contacts 
k ~ e t ~ v e u n  our sc~en-i ists have 
become routine. New members 
joining EIICkM add a new flavor, 
iiP\.AJ energy and additional exper- 
lise tra our consortiam. It is impor- 
'ant that do  not  lose t / j is 
miirnentarn in our effort to prsrnote 
o u r  field of science on a European 
level. However, in  the concert of 
European players we are not alone 
and PO? without competition. We 
E:ave t o  carefu l ly  def ine our  
sirengths and analyse our weak- 
nesses. 
We h ~ v e  ?o look out for ansm/ers 
1:) crucial questions like: 
wkae is our speciiic conalribubion 
ahe scE~nli.G&: and ind1~1strid COKI- 
m.a?;&y of todzy? 
.J i - ~o t~  r^;iy,ch moQC","i \rk/c a;ibi.d 
as invcst in  join?: operations and 
whicia ancs shouid be seieaed? 
- do need a cnnccpi $y wtti@h 
we harmonize OUF T C S C ~ T C B B  strate- 
gy9 sbjecrives isi~d policy as a basis 
fo: our ;actions which do not have 
" 3 ao be nc[;essar:,ly visible join:; 
ac[i<jnsc? 
It would certainiy not  corre- 
spond to our scientific approach i f  
we wtaclld end ilp merely as a lob- 
by ing  erganizat ion for more 
European Co~mm~~ni t ies rconeyc~r 
as a European umbrella for pushing 
ind iv idua l  member interests. 
instead, we should aiway; be at 
least one step ahead of the 
Ctammission o f  European 
Communities in defining research 
needs of the future, En incorporating 
partners and researchers from other 
European inon-European Cornmu- 
nities) countries. We should draw 
public attention to barriers which 
stiii prevent efficient research coop- 
erarim in Europe and globaliy. 
c fhc Europcan Scicnce 
"? 
~ o z n m u n i r y  which nca oll~er orga- We need to develop a \/ision of 
a Europe leading in specific fie!ds ;;!za:%on cm provide? of science, competing in others suc- 
cessfully and c60peFating - where 
aye we  prepared to dea l  with appropriate - as a reiiabia partner. 
~-::scn:c!k topics which shouid dcm- 
~zcz; , < :  ;rm-~, 3hCi:/ j 2:;: - 
. ~ a, 
2," ‘ " r '  " *-<, :as\; .fcccc" cq-) ; ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ : ; : ~ ;  
;ssaes have ieadifig sc;entista c;' 
3c1i u <I.'o ,5-,;,:i. .-- qe:oi?s 5;; i32e.ihel, 2.,1(>, 
., drab ar; "li-forl~-+:-n i .  , I C I L I ~ . ~ ~  6 + - - p - - i -  L,CL : a  "J 
gy research map" af E;;;ooe, ;:\:ini< 
I * l _ t  ai).Gdt a jd E n ; ~ i ) ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~  ;ese&l *,I$ 
srrakegy 2nc3 ?he psssibibiy 
attract ive services for :ne 
Euioptar: science csrnmuni,iy. d?1-i6y 
through such valiie added services 
we wiii prcjve thaf our, ~s ;s :> i t i~ im 
car; i7.2 cars idered as ;n addea  
value 10 ogr c ~ m n - ? ~ v i ~ / ~  
And one more thing. L a  us LP 
on involving our scien-i-ists and t i e  
rnamgernent of our member ~ r g a -  ., 
ndzations as mdch as possible in 
day-to-day ERCibl ~c t i t i v i t es  a d  
centra l i re activit ies on l y  where 
abcslueely necessary even i i  ji turns 
a , ,C t"' , he sometimes. mope ;;>T,Q 
cotes~ming and cornpicated. The 
niore our 92ff is activeiy participar- 
ing in ERClh4 related joint activities 
the more we czn get o u r  message 
across nkir o.vi-1 organzaions 2nd 
beyond ;(I the scientific csri-imujlr.y, 
to poiiricians and iv:dusrry. 
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Beginning with Issue No. 5 
CLVi-GMD-INRIA Newsletter is now 
published under its new official name 
ERCIM News. 
COOPERATION 
ERClM9s FFiRh Partner: 
lnstituts de Engenharia de 
Sistemas e c~mputadoaes 
kNESC - The Instieuto de 
Engcnharia de Sistcmas e 
Computadorcs (INESC), the 
Institute for Systems and 
Computer Engineering, is a 
private, non-profit distfibueing md 
public utility association, 
dedicated to research, technologi- 
cal development and advanced 
training in infomatiow technology 
and telecommunication. HWESC 
was csealcd in 1980, and was ab%c 
to win its place as a centre of 
excellence in Portugal and in  
Europc. The institution is an 
inierfaee between the Lelecommu- 
nication and information 
technology sectors and the 
Portuguese academic world. 
INESC's mission is: 
to increase the number of quali- 
fied people Prom the research to 
the technical level; 
to reinforce the national R&D 
capacity by suengthening the fun- 
damental areas and by promoting 
cooperation between research 
groups and institutions; 
to make good use of the rescarch 
ress!rs %c -,r?er te stinle!als 2.p" 
suppofi industrial modernization; 
to stimulate the developmcnl of 
techslogy-intensive industfies to 
increase sclf-sufficiency in high- 
tech products, explogng local and 
international markets; 
to create comparative advmtages 
in terms of R&D resources in" 
order to attract joint-venhres with 
international covorations. 
INESC developed a project 
"Vemcer o Adamastor," which 
involves cooperation ktween four 
kinds of institutions: 
non-profit company associations 
(e.g. FUNDETEC) which direct 
finmcial resources to educational 
and training activities; 
universities that have h e  duty to 
produce the human resources for 
nationtil development; 
The lnstituto de Engemharia de Sistemas e Cornputadores at Lisbon 1 Photo: lNESC 
Ieleesmmunications a d  new ser- 
vices 
computers a18 idomatics 
electronic systems and technolo- 
gy 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
AND NEWSERVICES 
COMPUTERS AND 
INFORMATICS 
COMPUTER 
INTEGRATED 
MANUFACTURING 
computer integrated mmufactur- 
ing. 
The increase in oppoflunities 
for scientific and technological 
cooperation significantly 
influenced P o m g ~ e s e  science md 
techology. Since Pofiugd9s entry 
in the EEC in  1986, INESC 
boosted i ts  international R&D 
activities through intensive 
participation in  European 
Programmes which contributed 
considerably to the  growth of 
INESC as a research inseimlion. 
. Cornrnrnunlcanon Systems / A ' I h , U  ",IS IndUstllal Automallon and Energy Control 
PrOCeSS Optmizaiion and 
Control 
Dynamlc System Control 
MDdulai Dlslnbuled Systems 
Parellel Computer Archtecture: 
. Compuiabon Graphia 
.CAD I CAM 
.Component TerOnp of 
Electronic Systems 
1 . Slmulatlon and Verllicallon of Integrated Systems Projects 
. Swt~hng and Tsmnal 
Equipment 
Newo~k AIChlteCtUfeE 
Computer Assisted Project of 
Electionic Systems 
. hAagneto-Optla 
.Integrated Supe~vlson 
Systems 
. lnf~rmat~on Systems 
Computer Saence 
. Pmgrammtng T~chnoiogy 
. nearm lnfoimaoon systems 
Opbcai Dlsks 
D i g t l  Slgnar Procasslng 
. Preparation and Dwelopment 
of Opbcai Fibres 
~Devsloprnsnt at 
Comrnunivrtloo Somare 
. Deci~ton Support Information 
Systems 
uonitoing systems tor 
Telephone Swltmsr 
. Opto-EtRlronta 
. Autorna~cTrmslzbon 
. lntomauon Technologies 
Applied to Heaim Systems 
Projeas end Strategic Areas of the ""lnsibituto de Engenharie de 
Sistemas e Compsntadores" The expansion of INESC in terms of external relations is  
reflected in its recent pasticipation 
in European projects and 
initiatives - ESPRIT, RACE, 
EUREKA, BRITEJEURAM, 
DELTA, SFS/WATO, AIM, 
COMETT, COMACIBME, 
SCIENCE, COST, CTS, U-NET, 
JESSI, OM1 and ESSI. This has 
led t o  many international 
institutional connections: 50 
pastncrs in the United Kingdom, 
50 in France, 35 in Italy, 28 in 
Germany, and 16 in Denmark. 
inseikueions like BNESC, where 
the adequate human and teclnno- 
logical resources arc cconecnira";ed 
for pursuing R&D activities on 
behalf of industy and the acadcm- 
ic world; 
Having as  associates the 
p ~ n c i p a l  Poauguese universities, 
%F7TSC is in 2 p~-ylIleged position 
by its relation with the formaB 
education system. The coopera~on 
developed by this relationship 
allows the promotion and growth 
of large-scale regiond and naeiond 
R&D projects in  advanced 
scientific areas in a quite natural 
way. 
institutions for professiond train- 
ing in advanced technologies. 
INESC pays attention to the 
business world by guiding 
youngsters and technologies in 
order to create ncw enteqpsises. In 
this context the role played by 
AITEC (business incubator), very 
much linked with the university 
stmctures of professional training 
and research, is highly relevant for 
the success of this project. 
BWESC now finds itself integrated 
in an interilalional institutional 
network of cxtreme relevance, 
with supported links in a strong 
field of personal relationships 
between its researchers and their 
project colleagues from other 
institutes in other countries. 
Nowadays, the INESC model 
is a paradigm of the university's 
interaction with the outside world, 
linking entesprise management's 
rigour with academic scientific 
creativity in a flexible institutional 
way 
BNESC9s activities have Ied to 
the provision of services to its 
associates and to  society in 
general, in  strategic areas and 
advanced training. 
IpJESC gives special attention 
to the needs of its non-academic 
associates, viz. the telecommuni- 
cation operating companies 
TLP and CPRM, and has played a 
prominent role in the 
modernization of Ponuga19s tele- 
communications network. 
ENESC represents with its 
staff of almost 1000 about half of 
the Portuguese scientif ic 
community in this sector. There 
a n  400 students in engineering, a 
teaching staff of 300, and over 200 
scientists in M. Sc. and Ph. D. 
programmes. 
BNESC's research activities 
are divided into four strategic 
areas: 
Tvet~~orking xs an eiatremely 
" - - r . . r ,  ^ +  C - -  i - r . - i : - -  i 
YUX L ~ L ~ K .  ~i9oub  n u n  a l l y  U.VJ.~*U,SJ 
airnang at integratjon, 2s js b e  case 
wath Europe. ERC7bI is of course 
v>7 , a ,ry much awax 01 ,%,is f2ci and 
~~rgansizcd a ~ o e k s h o p  ow high- 
speed networking during the 
ERCIM mccring in Arnstcrdarn 
last fall. The following articles 
cover work ccarned out ~n mis field 
a1 ERClM institutions. 
Computer Netwoakhg 
I9 Portugal 
INESC - Computer 
networking in Portugal is not so 
advanced as in s o n e  othcr 
European countries, However, a 
reasonably large number of 
activities already exists, and this 
can lead, in the near future? to an 
increase in the number s f  users 
and services, The need for efficient 
computcr commu~cations was felt 
for a long time, but i twas mainly 
around I983 that this weed reached 
the level that forced the start of 
red aaivities. %Tith the start of the 
operation of the Ponuguese public 
packet switching network,  by 
1983, HNESC helped some 
colanpnter manufactors in 
establishing some pilot 
connections to X.25. Shortly after 
this, some electronic mail m d  file 
transfer service was initiated 
running proprietary protocols, 
namely DECNET. Around 1985 
the wecessiiy to reach a greater 
c~mmsnitgi forced us to look aG the 
networking aciivities msrc pspuiaa 
~nside Europe, that could give 
us ,  in addit ion,  a worldwiae 
con3ectiviigi. INESC became the 
i i rs t  Portuguese knstituiion 
connected to EUnct and the RD- 
MHS Service and, as a 
consequence, started to route all 
the international traffic ts/from 
p o ~ t s g p ~ l .  B y  1987 :he EARN 
nc,~work started real operation in 
Portugal, with the international 
code located g b  iha 'university of 
~ i s $ a ~ ,  ~ i : e  of the three 
- dn; ~ i - ~ ~ ~ - j ~ + ' ~ ~  v ~ ~ s ~ L G ,  o f L i ~ o n o  
b + "- - n e m v *  * h  ?*a -""-*x*,'?%-lr- 
A " &  e " w U V * I &  "-"'e" " " W "  """"" 
exis; in Portugal: EUnet, RD-MflS 
a ~ d  EARN. I m S C  is running an 
e-mailggzteway barwecn these 
~metviof~s. By far Cne most ~opkxlar 
scmices are eleclronic mail and the 
UWZX News. Along ihe years the 
services have been extended. An 
present aln rnajoc univcrsiaiies in the 
country have access to the 
netv~ork, A Easge number of users 
abeady ~wists Onc limitation OF 
the increase in the wumbcr s f  users 
js rc33&c< -@ the ?a:lr 0% good 
in'rercocnection facikitics inside 
scvcraB campuses; in some cases 
xhe university computer cenl9-c has 
e - m d  ?dciIihs@~, bui not the dscrs 
located in the other buildings. This 
situation, hopehlly, will change in 
the near future,  since most 
universities and research centrcs 
are in the process of installing 
Iscd area networks. 
The routing of traffic to/from 
the country is made using public 
X.25 (for EUnet and RD-MHS) 
and by means s f  a leased line for 
EARN. The routing @ f  e-mail 
trafic to the US is made using the 
EUnet link located at CWl. One 
major limitation tco a greater 
penetration of the network is 
related Is the higb costs of X.25 
traffic, At the same time renting a 
leased line to centr& Europe (e.g., 
CWi or INRIA) is difficult due to 
ihe higk cost  s f  these l ines 
(remx-her h e  cost sf leased Bines 
' s  pr,-psrtioaaI so distance). 
Add;tionaiBy We qs;adity of leased 
Bines is low= A% prcsent it is not 
possible to haxde a 64 Kbps line, 
for example. 
Some usei-grue~ps, such as the 
l-ligh energy physics community, 
have special requirements. They 
need to import massive amounts of 
data from CERN. As high-speed 
lanes da no& exrst, bvc try io lock lo 
alternative solu$;ions. At present 
we are starting a cospcraeasn wPeh 
CERN, ESA, Finland and Greece 
~hae  wall. c a d ,  b j  the ihird quafie: 
sh 399 1, LO %he use 96 ir;e alympas 
sa'.,clliic, during night hours, f ~ r  
~ D P  h'3"ifpb * r g " l k ~ r a " s s i ~ n  pf ~ ~ I Z F .  
fsEes ai. a ratc of 8 Mbps. This is a 
lirnaacd soh t io r ,  because i'r only 
provides access st liniaed hours 
during the day9 but helas to sclve 
some specific problems. 
As in a",er count~ics sekcral 
local  area ncxworks arc in 
operation,  running aqa*vsBy the 
TCPIIP slack sf  protocols. Of 
course there is a large demand to 
connect thcse networks to the 
Internet, A1 present several 
allerndrlves are oemg siudaed, to 
sce how (and if) bhc scwicc can be 
provided. 
Inside the country, dnd with 
ihe suppore of FCCN (Fundaqilc 
para os  Meios d c  CAlculs 
Cinetificos Nacionais)  a X.25 
private network is being installed 
to interconnect the main 
universities. This nebwork will 
carry on top s f  it: 
the OSB stack of protocols, in 
particular X.400, FTAM; 
the TCPiIP stack of promocoHs, 
interconnecting LWNs inside the 
co"mtq. 
The existence sf medium to 
high-speed lines (2 Mbps) could 
improve significantly our 
international connectivity that, at 
present, i s  still  qui te  limited. 
Anyway Cney ape notyet  avaiiablc 
f rom the teleasommunication 
operators. However if they existed 
i~ Is quite likely that the tariffs 
would be prohibitive, if these 
la~iCfs follow the rules used at 
present for %ow speed lines, and 
;his is a major Sirnitation to the 
evoiut isn  of international 
computer nc8wosking in Portugal. 
ESDN - Braadband System 
In Portugal 
INESC - The project S6FO 
(Integrated Services 3pticd Fibre 
Network), which started in May 
1 9 8 ,  is the first Pofiuguese R&D 
- C C -  - *  ' -  a L -  - - - "  -,.T sL-- , l ,4Ln-A 
~ ~ ~ I B I L L  A r k  a ~ b a  ' k r l  w a ' k r a u ~ d n d u  
systems,  aiming at  a t ight  
connection wi th  future 
deve%opmcnas for Ihe public tele- 
communications network and 
focussing on the advancement of 
eommtlnication technologics in 
Portugal. S I F 8  has now been 
completed with the dcmonshration 
of a Iaboratov prototype. 
AS a consequence of the 
project activities, good laboratory 
hacilitics have been established, as 
wcIl as a keam with know-how in 
fast elcclronics, optic;~l communi- 
cations and broadba~ld integrated 
scrvices networks, and 
expfieamced in the production and 
integration of complex communi- 
cation systenls. 
aubis sign&. Transmissioei 9s 
bascd on mcnonaode optical fibre 
technology. A sear topology is 
used. Each subscriber is linked aasv a 
local broadband switch by z single 
mode optical fibre carrying the 
digital infomatiow. 
The transmission rate in the 
subsc~ber direction is 153.6 Mbps 
and the frame adopted to carry the 
elowstrsam information saappofls 
the following connbination of 
channels: H4+4*R12+2B+DO. In 
thc opposite direction the 
3ransmission rate is ody 8.4 Mbps, 
therefore the H4 channel is not 
included, 
The laborakoPial dcmonstra- 
tion, aiming at the teehical dem- 
onstration of ehc rcsegles oStaained 
with the prototypes developed, 
consists of a smd%-scde network. 
The output of the digital video 
coder switched through ehc 
broadbmd switch (that a%lows the 
user to sel~ch a specific chanaacl), 
available in rlae puKic network &t 
",he ~inne of ihc demonsiration) ane 
time mulitiplew, scrambled and 
5B6B encoded before Sransmissa'on 
in the monomode fibre cowards the 
subcfibcz 
The terminal equipment on 
tne suoscrloer S ~ Q C  IS Suppied wibn 
all modules required for the 
reverse operations and individual 
analogue and digital  signals, 
Subscriber equipment handlcs 
signalling requircd by the 
switching of the broadband 
channels. This  signalling 
information is processed by the 
ISDN exchange emulator which 
scnds the corresponding 
cowmmds to the switching unit. 
This configuration allows thc 
demonstration of broadband and 
narrowband service integration. 
ISDN calls are possible between 
two units located in subsc~ber  
S-bus or one unit in this bus and 
another attached to the ISDN 
exchmge emulator. 
together with the output of thc 
The Iaboratorial network audio coder and the signals The f rst demonstration of this 
configuration, early in 1989, has 
allows access both to public coming out of a ISDN exchange 
shown that the technical solutions 
networks (phone, data) as well as emulator ( to implement a adopted were All 
broadcast o f  digital video and minimum set of functions not yet as intended. 
Integratd Sewices OptiaS Fibre Network Subscriber Terminal 
Equipment 
Photo: iNESC 
RODEO - High-speed 
and Open Networks 
INRIA - The R O D E 8  
projcct, carried out at INRHA in 
Sophia-Antipolis aims a t  
developing ncw protocols for high- 
speed networks (one Gigabits or 
more). These new protocols can be 
classified into three  main 
calcgories: transport, presentation 
and application. 
At the transpoga level, efforts 
have been undertaken to exbcnd 
the classical transport protocols 
(e.g. TP4) to provide corrccbion- 
less services for  real-time 
apg%icaIions. These efforts have 
"ad to the definition of a so-called 
TP* S protocol, which has been 
thorougMy analysed. This will be 
followed by the definition of new 
synchronisatisn sewices for these 
real-time applications like digital 
video. 
At the presentation level, the 
project has studied alternatives to 
the  costly ASN-'8 encodings 
standardized by IS0 and GCITT. 
This has led to the spciGcation of 
the "Flat Tree Light Weight 
Transfer Syntax," which is now 
being standardized. This new 
transfer syntax can be generated 
by the ASN-I compiler MAVROS 
which was developed in the 
project. 
At the applicaeisn lcve1, work 
is focusing on the definition of 
standard "stub gcneralo~," based 
on MAVROS. Much experience 
has been gained in the 
development of X.400 and X.500 
mail servers (M. PLUS) and 
directory servers PiiZAMO). The 
project begins now to expcPiment 
with digital mulsimedia 
conferences, using a FDDI 
network as support. 
Christian IIuitearna 
+33 % 93 65 77 77 
Hlgk-Speed LAN Initiative 
RAL - In April 1989, thc 
UM Compuecr Board approved a 
new local area networking 
initiative with the aim of 
supporting the installation of an 
initial high perfomance backbone 
LAN in each UK u~vers i ty  over a 
four year period (starting in 
financial year 1990-9 1). The  
Computer Board's conLfi-ibution to 
this initiative is sufficient to 
provide ""starter kits" or  ""pump 
p~ming".  It is intended that every 
UM universily will receive a share 
sf this funding. 
Thc WAL Joint Network Tern 
(JNT) has identified the following 
as objectives of the high-speed (or 
Fibre) LAN Initiative: 
to enable an order of magnitude 
increase in pcrccived perfomance 
in data transmission for existing 
users over the LAN (workstations 
to sewers) at all University sites 
and to upgrade the idrastmcture lo 
allow access to data applications if 
required to users on a campus; 
facilibating introduction of "ncw" 
data applications impossible o: 
impractical at present; 
to provide infrasbmcture on cam- 
puscs in anticipation of 
SuperJANET9s data transmission 
facilities; 
to prepare to accommodate very 
high performance hoses, servers 
and workstations: 
Waving surveyed thc current 
stmdards activity in this area, it is 
clear that the only contender at the 
present t ime i s  FDDI (Fibre 
Distributed Data Interface). 
Bearing in mind the large costs 
involved, a prudent strategy is 
being adopted, of supporting a 
limited number of FDDH pilot 
projects in financial year 1990-91 
in order eo assist in the preparation 
of the installation of a high-speed 
LAN backbone on each campus 
which will commence in financial 
year 1991-92. Each UM University 
site was invited to bid to be an 
FDDI pilot site. 
Five University sites were 
selected as potential FDDI pilot 
sites: Birmingham, Edinburgh, 
Glasgow, Mancheseer and Queen 
Mary and Westfield College 
1 % .  Birmingham and 
Manchestci are evaluating FDDI 
bridges, Edinburgh and Glasgsw 
are evaluating FDDI routers and 
QMW are evaluating end systems 
running novel applications. 
Wide-band Gommunleations 
on Integrated Services 
Digital Networks (BiSDN) 
RAE - Bqetworking research 
is paaicularly active these days. 
Al l  the talk is of broadband 
networks, employing ATM, SDH, 
SMDS and other technologies, 
which will  operate at tens of 
Megabiits/sec up  to Gigabitsisec 
transmission speeds. These 
technologies, however are for the 
future in Europe: at the moment 
the caniers are busy introducing 
Integrated Services Digital 
Netwok (ISDN'B services to their 
customeis.  ISDN (now often 
called narrowband-ISDN) 
networks are essentially digital 
L A N  
A mash of seven transputers 
used in the condruetion of 
a ramp 
telephony netwo~ks which piovlae 
64 Kbps cdhs kwccn  su~sa5bcrs 
oc channels called B-channels. 
Cus",omrs arc also provided with 
a digital ssgnalfing channel (fcr 
dialling) which is calked a C- 
channel While 64 Kbps I S  
adequate for many iyncs of 
app8icalion, i t  i s  not sufficient 
bandwidth for  ccarrying digitdl 
images or large files of computer 
data. It is dso nsa appropriate for 
carrying packer multiplexed daea, 
as in the case of circuits joicing 
widely separated Local Area 
Nctwsrks (L-ANS)~ 
The problcrn of constmaacting 
equipment Fanctioning outside the 
network that can aggregate B- 
channels to form channels of 
Iafger $ag~!wi@1Eg 8s con-trivia;, 
and data can easily become 
scrmbled, as data travelling over 
a group of B-channels will 
normally bc scrambled by the 
nebwork* As parl of an IT research 
project, RAL has dcsigncd and 
cons t~~c ted  a picce sf  equipment, 
called a R m p ,  which c m  p r f o m  
an unscrambling operation at the 
receiving end. The ramp allows B- 
c h m e l s  to be aggregated together 
to  form a number of wideband 
charnels. These charnels may be 
up to 30 times 44 Kbps wide and 
the widths may be varied 
dynamically by adding or  
subtracting B-channels without 
disturbing the flow 01 daea. The 
computaiional task required to 
carry out the unscramb%ing is quike 
large znd the ramp is constmctcd 
using a mesh of 7 transputers 
arranged as shown in the figure- 
Ramps are in operation ar a 
number of research Pabofito~es in 
the UR connected to British 
Telccornk IISDN sewice. Ramps 
are also being manufactured 
commercid%y under licence. They 
provide for the first t ime  the 
possibility s f  obtaining quite large 
bandwidths on a dial-up basis. 
John Burren 
+4423544667% 
email: jwb@gb.rl.ac.uk 
BERMAN --. BERKQM 
iblanagsmewt for 
Distributed Applications 
GPdD - The concepts of the 
GERMOM Administration 
a,r+~,,,,+,,,,+-,-,- FP =.~.- hen-. A,,,,r,,,A 
ILIBUJBL u i r ~ u a b  b ~ c a  i u wubbn  u w h  wav-givl-. 
within the BEWMAN Project, a 
subproject of  the BEWKOWJ 
Pras~cet {Berliner Kommuni- 
kationssystcm) which was seafled 
in  1986 in order to provide 
experience in lasing the high-sped 
140 Mbps broaaband ISDN 
neawork tnae the Geman FTT, the 
Dcutsche Bundcspost, was 
inskallang in Berl in.  Various 
srojects have bccn initiated within 
ihe framework of BERKOM in 
order to evduate its potential9 with 
pagkiculiar aetentlon bcang paid to 
new protoco1s for Kgh-speed bulk 
transfer over reliable links, group 
communication, interorganisation- 
al networking, and cooperation in 
an open services environment. 
Within the BERKBM framework 
new areas of application are being 
developed which are based on 
work investigating the design of a 
multi-media document model.  
Various projcces arc concerned 
with the possi$i%itics offcrcd by 
the high-speed network for 
transmitting video pictures, text 
and spccch and with h e  imovativc 
applications that can result from 
this. 
;aii inesc projcc;s neea ,o be 
zen&er~-ied with ihe rfimagcm-tieni of 
their particular applicatio~~ and it 
was recognized that a unified man- 
agement c s a e e p i  should be 
developed for  the  BERKOM 
integrated. In order to p- I event eacn 
projec",developi~g its own man- 
agement solutions that would then 
be incornpabib;@ witla the other 
BEWKOM projects, the B E M A N  
project was startcd in IRC autumn 
bf 1988. The aim o l  the project is 
to develop a model for mmaging 
disiflbueed applications in an open 
broadband lSDN environment md 
to provide basic management 
components that can be used by 
other BERRBAM projects. 
HndivibuaI mangement solutions 
dcvelopcd by each BERKOM 
- paojcct w c2n ~ h u s  be p;-evcnted and 6 
""BERKOM-wid@'banagement 
system suppfled. 
The  BERMAN project is 
currently developing the 
BERKOM Administration 
Infrastructure (BAI) which is a 
management platform providing 
ycncric management functions to 
a11 BERKOM services.  The  
scwices it provides are park of the 
BERMBM infras",ructure which 
provides a service pool of 
generally useful scwices intendcd 
to sasppc~fl "sst~buted applications 
in the BERKOM environment. 
The  advantage of such an 
infrastructure is that it provides 
,' Video- \ 
\ Conference 
The BERKOM Administration %w%rastruduee in the BERKOM 
Service P o ~ l  
basic services e h a ~  can be uscd gERGATE: LAH/Broadba~d close cooperation \a~ith GMD- 
gcnciailj aiio which dc  not hxie io 1 s ~ ~  ~ n ~ e r n g ? ~ w ~ r ~ j n g  FBRUS, ~ h c  prsrsesi adaptor was be designed anew by each scrv-.lice designed and reaiizcd by GMD- 
design&. In thc case of the BAI. 
the semiccs provided are related lo 
administraiive support, and ",hey 
can be selcbed and configured 
according to a distributed 
appication's requirements. Time 
BAii csnsises of two s ~ r v i e e s  at 
present, the Mangcmcnfi~uppofi 
Service (MSS) and the Directory 
Scwice (DS) (see Figure). A third 
scrvicc, thc  Administration 
InfB,makion Service (AIS) is still 
bcing designed and is intended to 
provide functions that extend 
beyond the MSS and DS. Funher 
services wi l l  be specified and 
incorporated into the BERKOM 
Administration Hnfrastmcturc as 
and when rcqui red. 
The Management Support  
Ser-vicc is provided by the Basic 
Mmagement Suppoa System. HI is 
bascd on OSI systems managc- 
men$ concepts that  have been 
extended to suppofled distibuted 
applications in  the BERKOM 
cnvironmcnt and i t  uses the OSk 
management object-oriented 
modcBling approach. The MSS is 
particularly concerned with 
administering management data 
that is liable to chmge rapidly and 
so cannot be stored using more 
permanent information storage 
eools. 
The Directory S c r v i ~ e  is 
based on an implementation 
confoming to the X.50ODSO-9594 
Standard. Thc BERKOM 
Directory can storc scmi- 
permanent infomation and can be 
GMD - The Geve-ioprncntoof 
a modular and flexible nebwork 
interconneciion system - In sfi'ficia.1 
I S 8  tcfminsBogy i t  is an 
j ~ p ; = - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g  Td~i: - 3 ~ 2  ~ % e  2j-p cf 
ihe BERGATE project, wkcn i t  
started thrce years ago. An 
Hnterworkisxg Unit is a real piece of 
equipment inlercoflnecbing two or 
more subnetwoks and bel~aving as 
an Hntermcdiale S y s l c m ~  An 
Intermediate System is the 
abseracklon of the functions 
performed by an  Interworking 
Unit. 
The result is a VMEbus 
system based on a Sun-3/E which 
consists of a CPU board 
(M68020), an 802.3 EthemeuSCSI 
interface board and a video 
csntroller  board, The Sun 
operating system SunOS 4.1 
running on the Sun-3E includes 
the TCP/IP protocols as well as 
1SO/OSI protocol stacks with the 
MAP (Manufacturing and 
Automation Protocol) and TOP 
(Technical and Offical Protocols) 
network and transport layer 
prolocols. 
The system was enhanced by 
a 802.4 Motorola Tokcn Bus 
conarollcr and modem board 
providing access to MAP networks 
and by a 140 Mbps Broadband 
ISDN network interlace to the 
fibre optical BERKOM test 
nchvork. Tlnc BISDN interface 
consists of two pans: 
FOKUS itself. Because of e R 5  
speed rcquiremenls the protocol 
adaptcr is complctcly realized by 
means sf programmable logic 
dcviccs (PkD9s). For doing error 
detection on the 148 Mbps 
chmee^a, GMD developed an 8-bit 
parallel high-speed CWC32-Chip. 
The communication between 
the layer 1 network adaptor and 
the layer 2 protocol adaptor took 
place v ia  VME subsystem baas 
VSB with a gross bitrate s f  
140Mbit/s in duplex operation. 
The functionality of the complete 
BERGKTE system includes the 
interconnection of MAP md TOP 
networks via the T48Mbitls H4- 
channel of BERKOM as well as 
the interconnection of TCP/IP 
networks via thc H4-chmel.  The 
BERGATE system itself may also 
ace as a TCPDP or OSlI endsyseem. 
Future work directed 
towards a modified system 
architecture based on SPARC 
technology an the development 
and integration of additional 
netwoks interfaces as DQDB and 
ATM. 
The BERGATE project was 
supported by the  Detecon, a 
subsidiary 01 the DBP TeBekom. 
used to administer such a axework adaptor providing the mrhe Sbfstem 
infomalion on behalif sf integrated physical access (layer 1 functions) in BERCIM 
sew-prices. This can obviate the need to the BERKOM network and 
ro provide separate informatian implcmeneing a n  enhanced D- GMD - T h e  BERGIM 
storag- for the s e w i ~ c s  and it also channel ntirrowhand ISDN sig- p,i,ct deals the design and 
enables Bs~aTly administered .widling probocoJ; d@vc%opmenb of distributed fault- information to be avaiiablc 
a protocol adaptor r ca l i~ ing  tolierant CIM applications based on globally, thus contfibuting to the 
interopcrability and cooperation high-speed layer 2 protocol on the interconnected LANs and 
betwccn autonomous serqiccs in a 140 Mbps W4-channel o f  the broadband WANs. It is founded by 
heterogeneous environment. BERMOM network. Dctecon, a subsidiary of the German Telekom. Besides 
Michacl TscAscMolz 
1493025499215 While the nctwork adaptor advanced CIM applicabiom and i t s  
ernad. rschicAPlolz.fokus.kr11~i gmd dtr, de was realized by a company i n  supporting environment, a new 
transport system is one of the main 
paris, which was designed md wilB 
be implemented before fthe end of 
8991. 
'me main areas in which new 
approaches are introduced are 
transpon services, transport and 
2epanvb e i u ~  y a u b u b b a  n r n t s a e r 4 ~  . 
Transport Services: the 
Transport System supports three 
bygcs s f  services: the 
connectionless, the request/- 
response and the connection- 
oriented transport service. 
Nomafly these service types only 
provide the transmission of data 
between two communication 
partners (point-to-point), which 
will be identified by individual 
transpoa addresses. Funhemore 
group communication (poinr-to- 
mul~poin0 is provided in order to 
transmit data between more than 
two partners. To support the 
addressing of transport user 
zroups, new group transport 
addresses have to be introduced, 
which are aliases of a list of 
individual addresses. The 
additional possibility of group 
cslmmunicarion can be used in 
conjunction with each of the three 
transpa sewice types. 
Compared to the unreliable 
point-to-point connectionless 
trmspofl service, the group com- 
munication associations differ ody  
in  that an attempt is made to 
transmit a datagram to several 
users. Thereby, it is possible that 
the datagram will be received by 
none or only by part of the group 
members. A reliable transmission 
is teminated if all memkrs ofthe 
group have received the datagrm 
correctly, or i t  is aborted after a 
predefined time period. Within this 
time period, it is possible that part 
of the group membes has received 
thc datagram properly. 
A request/response group 
communication association is 
characte~zed by the sending of a 
request message Oom a client to 
several sewers, who in turn each 
send a response message to rhc 
client, l i e  iransmissisn is reliable, 
e.g, an attempt is made rs recover 
frona detcctcd errors. In case sf the 
occurrence of unrecoverable 
errors, an abnomd ternination is 
dependent upon the hlfillment sf 
a success condition. This condition 
can distinguish between 
m a ~ d a t s q  and option& sewers to 
be reached or can specify a 
number of serversg which, a t  a 
minimum, musk be reached and 
send a response. 
The connection-oriented 
transport service, expanded to 
include point-to-multipoint 
transpon connections, suppoas a 
transmission of messages between 
one sender, which initiates the 
connecbion (initiator), and several 
receivers. Furthermore the 
indepndent reverse direction can 
be used from one or more of the 
receivers to transmit messages to 
the initiator* The essablishent of 
a comeckion is always reliable md 
depndents upon the fulfillment of 
success conditions which are 
specified by the initiator. This, for 
example, could be defined to 
specify users for ::.ho-q receipt 
should be mandatory or optional. 
A connection is then only 
successfu%%y established if all the 
mandatory members of the group 
have bccn reached. Another 
criterion could also be the 
specification of a minim& number 
of members, which must be 
reached. In case of the occuKence 
of  unrecoverable errors the 
comection is not aboaed, but only 
the corresponding path is rreleased. 
An abortion depends on the 
occunence of conditions which arc 
identical to the specified 
conditions for success of a 
connection establishment and 
differentiate between mandatov 
and optional group memkhs, or a 
specific number of group membes 
could be specifid, w&ch must be 
reached at a minimum in order for 
the connection to continue in 
existence. 
Transport and Network 
Protocols: The new generation of 
local and wide  area networks, 
based on optical fibre technology, 
changes the substrata for trmspoa 
protocolso High data rates beyond 
BOO Mbps and low error rates 
below are the new 
propeaies to deal with. 
The BERClIM transport 
protocol provides the three sewice 
types mentioned above including 
group communication and is 
designed for the new network 
generation. To adapt the 
performance increase, a 
lightweight protocol functionality 
is used, which also opens up the 
pssibility of hardware iimplemen- 
eation. 
The transpoa protocol uses a 
timer-based connection manage- 
ment mechanism, to minimize 
connection management packet 
exchmges. Due to low e m r  rates 
i t i s  also possible to minimize 
acknowledgement and flow 
control packets, by using error md 
flow control mechanisms based on 
packet bursts instead of single 
packets. 
The BERCIM network 
protocol offers a connectionless 
unreliable network service based 
on a connectionless data link 
service. It enables the transmission 
of datagrams from one sender to 
one or more receiver transport 
entities identified by group 
network addresses. These group 
netwok addresses are part of the 
group transpon addresses, which 
are aliases of a list of individual 
tramporl addresses md have been 
introduced in  order to support 
group communication at the 
trmspoE layer. 
To provide routing in an 
interconnected network envirsn- 
ment every node has a group 
address and a routing table. The 
routing table will be used to find 
the next hop on the communica- 
tion path to the destination and the 
group address table will be used to 
map a group address to its 
associated list of individual 
aCdresses These iists are used 13 
dtiplicatc and f s r w a ~ a  the 
datagrams with gwtp addresses, 
Uwder consideration af 
3p:lmised routing algsri%ms the 
duplicat~on of group datagrams 
does slot take ?lace directly a; h e  
sender-node but a: she 
iln'nermediaie) nodes, where the 
roux to the receivers splits 
A management e n ~ ~ t j  Iscaeed 
oa every node is responsible for 
:he nq~ntenwkakce of g m ~ p  &dress 
and muting tables. h4annagemcv-st 
messages containing routing and 
group address infomatbon, will be 
Transmitted between the manage- 
ment entities due no every cchmge 
in the network environment, c.g. 
nodes fa i lure ,  transport group 
creation, update or release, ea-c. 
The network domain mmagemcnt 
protocol suppons the distdbkation 
sf  management infomation using 
individual and group communica- 
tion associations provided by ihe 
"Ianspon system. 
Multimedia Documents 
in ISDN-B 
GMD - The  BERKOM 
project has  been launched to 
promote h e  development of future 
services and end systems for  
broadband ISDN, so that various 
kinds of applications may profit 
from this new techology. Wibhin 
this framework GMD-FOKUS is 
carrying out a project entitled 
""Multimedia Documents in ISDN- 
5 (BERLWD)". 
In order to provide services, 
which allow ~ o m m u n i c a t i o n  
between arbitraq communication 
partners in an open systems ewvi- 
ronment, future developments 
havc to be based ow international 
standards. As integrated serviecs, 
which are providcd by disEff;butcd 
applications, have a lot of common 
CLwctiowaBity, i!.e application 
aeveloper s h s u ! ~  be supponea in 
%he selection of suitable 
combinations of standards and 
applieakian profiles. Addir~oaally 
similar services should use the 
same profiles to provide 
iaterooerabiiity, An za,alysis of 
rclcvant standards in the fields sr 
communication, appiicatiow envi- 
mnment, anB data structures has 
shown lhat these deve%opmenas 
nave no& been adeqcaacly 
coordinared. 
The main aim of BERMMD is 
to develop a Reference Model 
which supports bhe application 
designer by providing a framework 
for existing standards as well as by 
identifying functional areas whcrc 
no s:andards arc avai!aSle ("'white 
spots"). Thc Reference Model is 
stmelured into two pans, one pan 
for the transport-oriented layers 
(lower layers), called Reference 
Model I, and the second part for 
the application-orientcd layers 
(upper layers), called Reference 
Lvodcl 11. 
The presently available 
Reference Model II contains short- 
tern and medium-tern profile rcc- 
ommendations, which should serve 
as a basis for the de~ebpmcnt  of 
applications within this 
framework. The profile recom- 
mendations are bascd on the OSI 
Basic Reference Model, existing 
CCITT telematic services, 
distributed applications already 
standardized within OSI, and other 
international standards and profiles 
in thc arcas of communi~aaiom and 
data structures for information 
intcrchbange. Hn addition to these 
profile recommendations, areas are 
identified for which the available 
standards do not yet  offer any  
so4utions. For some s f  these 
identified areas, solutions arc 
offered, such as combina$ions of 
pagsfikcs for isochronous and 
misochronous communication. 
The disadvantage of s~andards 
which do not complement each 
other in most cases, but which are 
of ovedapping i2mctisndiiy, is not 
soivcd by euj-rcm appro&, 01 
* A 
thc RIM TI. The $current approach 
can bz regarded as a fi4st step to m 
archilecrasre providing geweric or 
common functions which caa be 
combined according to general 
* - s 3 0 c  jT7 --Ao> +P z3j;m~x?9t- :rrr iho 
"euuur - rL  - l r U Y  r- w _ i i Y - n i l l . b , b 4 g  ..A bb"W 
long ~e-m,  the inadeqsra~jes f the 
presently available standards, an 
archi teciure for distribuicd 
processng ( inchddi~g homogc- 
weous concepts, generic functions 
and common data and 
informations facilities) has to be 
developed in addit ion to the 
current Reference iMsdeii 11 
approach. This work is pan of [Re 
!nternationa% standardization 
activities on Bpcn Distributed 
FrocessPa;-,g (OD$) w3ihfn 
JTC1/SC2 I N G 7 .  
Gerd Schuemmn 
+4930254992%3 
ernail: schuemmn@fokta~.ber1idl.gmd.i%'0p.de 
GMD - The  aim of the 
ESPRIT2 Project Loeosphcre is to 
prcpare mathematically-founded 
formal description techniques 
(FDT) for use in indusnv. This is 
to be dcmons~rated through the 
development of adaptable, tool- 
assisted mcbodology bascd on the 
Lotos standardised formal 
description technique. As for the 
methodology, the iollowing areas 
will be developed: 
a theory bascd orn Loeos for the 
gradual dcsign of distributed sys- 
tems.  Semantic aids arc to be 
dcveiioped for clsecking transfor- 
mation steps; 
linguistic e'iernenas in Lolos for 
approp~ate representation sf mod- 
ules, data stmctures, generic data 
types and abbreviated notations; 
tools lo support the entire devel- 
opment. process, from thc design 
slag2 to testi~hg af an implemcnt~- 
tion derived iron? a Eotss repre- 
sentation; 
validation of rhe metlaods by 
means of appropriate examples 
from the field of telecummunica- 
&ions. 
The [ole of the GMD 
Research Centre for Open 
Communications S ystcrns within 
this ESPRIT2 proje,.. concentrates 
on Binguistic extensions sf the data 
type section of Locos, the 
development of a theoretical 
framework for confomancc tests 
between the formal specificatior~ 
and actual implementation, as well 
as the development of tools for 
verifying and simulating Lotos 
specifications. With the second 
year of the project almost 
complete, the consolidatcd repsfis 
of the "'Design Methods," "Tool 
Developmentsy9 and "Applica- 
tions" working groups are now 
available. 
Jan de MWP 
149 30 25499 239 
ernail: jdm@f&us.berlin.gmd.dbp.de 
RACE Project "BCN Testing 
Architecture for 
Conformance Assessment9' 
GMD - The  aim of the 
RACE Project ""IBCN Testing 
Architecture for Conformance 
Assessment" is to make available 
and apply methods and 
techologies for the definition of a 
test environment for performing 
confomance tests for integrated 
broadband communications 
networks (IBCN). The  projece 
takcs special account o f  %he 
specific requirements of 
broadba~ld communication 
networks, e.g. high data rates. 
The scope of work lo bac: 
perforn~ea comprises definiiion of 
the tollowing aspects: 
lBCN confomance %cs",ewices 
or suitab1e IBCN test scenarios 
and a U P I I ~ O ~ E  descfiption of rhcse; 
h l I G  Aruli~~iuince; ~ I C ! B ~ L L L L U & C  01 
IBCN hesl tools; 
IBCN test aims at different Bevels 
of abstraction and ",e stmcerarz sf  
beSl suites, and grouping of ikese 
wiLh respect to test aims; 
a suitable $BCN test desc~iption 
language: 
methods for automatic test gencr- 
aeisn and tcst mns. 
The ~ o l c  of Ihe G-MD 
Research Centre for Open 
Communications Systems within 
this RACE project is concenlratcd 
on ~ h c  design of IBCN tcst tools 
and s f  IBCN tcst description 
languages. 
' Jan de Meer 
+493025499239 
ernail: jdm@fokus.berlin.gmd.dbp.de 
The ITACA project is to bc 
carried out in coP?junckion with 
other RACE projects concerning 
the definition of an architecture for 
BBCWs, in particular the RACE 
""Colasensus Mmagcmenl" project. 
RACE Project ""BACE Bpen 
Services Architecture ill" 
GMD - The rapid technolog- 
ical development of integrated 
broadband cornmunieations 
systems (IBCS) creates the need 
for open architecture in order to 
satisfy new requirements such as 
changes in the configuration of 
such systcms or the introduction of 
new laardware and sofeware 
technologies. 
A system, or the architecture 
of a system, can be described as 
"open" if i t  satisfies at least the 
following requirements: 
expandable for new, initially 
unp lmed  services; 
adaptability of existing semices 
to new, initially unplmned require- 
rncnts; 
openaess with respect ro new 
~echnolsgica deveiopmenB. 
The GMD Research Cent;: 
o Bpen Communications 
Systems is involved in the 
definieion of f s m d  terns for the 
description of spcn, distributed 
I H C  systems wltnln m e  ZACE 
""Open Services Architecture HI" 
project. The Research Centre 
continues to contribuLg: to the 
dcseription sf a 6;oncre"a RACE 
Open Sew ices Architecture. 
Jan de Mcer 
+493025499239 
email: jdm@fokus.kr",in.gmd.d@.de 
Distributed Systems and 
Knowledge-based Systems 
GMD - The ""Distributed 
Systems and Knowledge-based 
Systcms" project (COST W l tcr 
DISK) is directed towards the 
development of a methodology 
that can be used for 
epistemologicak specification of 
services and protocols of 
distributed systems. The  
methodology i s  based on a 
conceptual approach that 
in~orporates the following three 
models or views: 
a knowledge-based model that 
fomally represen& the bowledge 
required for  communiication 
between intelligent, cooperating 
processes; 
a &havi%liou~stic model in which 
communication can be repeesent- 
cd, 
an aarhitecturd model for repre- 
senting the objects of a systenn 
undcr consideration togefier with 
its relationships and anfibutes. 
A repofl has been prepared 
containing the results s f  small ease 
studies applying the 
epistemological approach to 
protocols and dist~buted systems. 
Jan de Meer 
--*- em--- -v -  -- --a failea until wow, Nt,moc:s sf 9 16 During the last six years the RESEARCH AGTBVITBES 
- a - z p  d i g i ~  have &ready been facaoAaea Z W I  group held a few times the 
~ i t h  this method by world wide wodd record of factodzing on a 
cooperation of severd hundreds 3f supcreomputec The present T~su'!~ 
101-digit Number Factorized 
on CWAY YmMP4 
p~ CX;<i -- F o ~  iili. l l l b b  a ; a a l i :  d 
supercompukea has suececdtd in 
factorizing a special number of 
801 digits. The program was 
computers. 
The factlofization was carried 
out on the new national Dutch 
; u p c n ~ u m p u t e z ,  d C X A " ~  Y -  
-MP4,/46%, ~nsialled at SARA, ihe 
common computing centre of the 
two Amsterdam Universities and 
shows that the art of $actcrizing 
develops much faster than was 
anticipated. For example, the well- 
known !imerjiieaii number theofist 
Carl Pomermce estimated only a 
few years ago the required 
computing time for factorizing the 
I01 -digit number lo be approxi- 
mately nine months. 
written by CWI troika Heman  te CWI. I t  took owe sf its  tour 
Riele, Waiter Liocn and Dik processors about 475 hours of cbvi Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~  Specjal 
Winter. The factorized number computing aimc. N7ith the CRAY 
Selongs t3 a Bisk ci thirty k o s r  compleeely dedicated to this task an Computer Graphics 
w a n t e d A n u m b e r s ,  whose the result could have been CWI - CWII Quarterly is a 
factorization with oehcr methods obtained in only five days. scientific journal c o v e ~ n g  a wide 
variety of subjects in matherfiarics 
and computer scicncc, basically 
The canfguratico 01 a bedroom, CWB developed a prototype B%$GAD (%a! - intelligent Integrated Inteeadi~s) system as an aid to the 
actual design of such objects. The system employs a libraIry of 
gawdard components for the selection of the parts of the room, 
and parts of these pads. The designer caw freely choose and 
adjust components from the Blbrav. The 3-8 viewing and 
IIiuminatlon 8% accomplished by s prcprietaq visualiatisn 
400% using Siiieon Grapbics%L I i b r a ~ ~  (CBU~BSY Ja Wqier 
and F, Kuijk, CWl.) 
related to s research 
programme. Aniclcs arc inaended 
for a wide readership of 
rcscaschers in the ficld. Authors 
come from inside ana outside 
CWI.  Editorial policy now/ 
empnasizcs topica'a issuss. AS a 
consequence, the most recent issuc 
(Vo1.3 nr.3) concentrates on  
Compuecr G r a p h ~ c s ,  covering 
work ddoe in CW4's Gep:~&rnenr 3f 
Idateractivc Systems. He contains an 
introduction by ihe depaflrnene*~ 
head Paul sen Wagen, followed by 
articles on Architcclurcs for 
Interactive Waster Graphics Fans 
R u ~ j k  & Robert van L~ere), User 
Interfaces (Menk Schoutcn), the 
a Developwcws of an Ar'aifact and 
Design Dcscrip"klcn Lafiguage 
(Paul Veerkamp) and Cornputcr 
C r s a h i ~ s  S;anaar<s (Miecie 
Coming issues will fo- LUS on 
t3c History of C ~ r n p d t i n g ,  
Dakabascs, Statistics a e d  
Semantics. CWI Qbaartmly started 
in nhe fall of 1983 undcr the name 
CWI Wcwsleltcp; as a csnsequcnee 
of the wish to comr~unicate with 
thc scientific community about 
GVV1"s activities in addition ro the 
tisual way s f  pab?ieatisns in 
journa!~, conference proceedings, 
eec. It changed to its present n m e  
after sixteen issues in January 
1988. The present scientific editors 
are Arjeh Cohen, Evangelos 
Krppngbis - - ?ne N%-Q T p r n q ~  
Wim Askers 
+Pi 20592a43 
-ma& wim@cwi.ni 
SlON -- Dutch Computer 
Science Research 
Organization 
CWI -- SION (Foundation 
for Computer Science in the 
Netherlands) is z government- 
funded organization, coming wder 
the Netherlands organization for 
scientific research NWO. It 
promotes md subsidizes computer 
science research in the broadest 
sense. SION9s involvement in 
CW19s research policy is twofold: 
SION nominates three members of 
CWl19s Board of Trustees and 
advises NWO about CWI's 
research programme in computer 
science (CWI9s subsidy largely 
comes from NWO). 
Within SHON four scientific 
working communities have 
developed (main topics in 
brackets): 
Theory of Computation (algo- 
~ t h s  md complexity; type theo- 
ry, rewfibing systems md constmc- 
tive algo~thms; language, logics, 
md logical foundations of aflificid 
intelligence; concunency). 
Software Engineering and 
Computer Architecture (high per- 
formance computing; program- 
ming technology; distibuted sys- 
tems and parallel processing; soft- 
ware enginee~ng). 
Computing Methodologies 
(innage processing and pattern 
recognition, particularly model 
based Image processing and 
dynamic intelligent systems; com- 
puter gaphiss md interactive sys- 
tems, in particular interape* U L I V ~  
graphic systems and geomeiric 
modelling; artificial intelligence 
and autonomous systems, in par- 
ticular 2nd generation expert sys- 
tems and neural netwoks). 
InfomaGon Systems (system ; i ~ d  
information theory; databases). 
Recently the Bast working comm6- 
niry defined "Communication and 
Infomation Systems" 2s an impor- 
tmt research topic. 
At this monlent some 45 
projects involving about 60 PhD 
students are in progress at viaugly 
all Dutch aaniveaities and at CWI. 
Notable mong these projects are: 
"Typed Lamma Cdculi," which 
proposes to extend the lambda- 
cube taxonomy by taking into 
account additional parmeters like 
recursion, other type constmctors 
and subtyping. This Qxonomy will 
be used to investigate md stmcture 
the syntactic, semantic and prag- 
matic aspcbs of systen~s to study 
progrmming lmpages. 
""Design, Implementation, and 
Application of a Transparent 
Distf buted Computing System," 
which propses to build a transpar- 
ent disthbuted operating system 
that can be used on multiproces- 
SOB, local area networks and wide 
area networks. To users of this sys- 
tem, the entire collection of 
machines is invisible and the 
whole thing looks like a single 
conveneond i me-shahing system. 
""Model Controlled Image 
Processing," consisting of five 
subprojecB that aim at developing 
a new paradigm sf image process- 
ing, using new structures, new 
a lgo r ib i c  orgmizalions md new 
architectures, organizing process 
elements in stmckures concentrat- 
ing on global or local aspects of 
the image. 
Muiti-Modal Infedace for 
Man Machine Bwleraction 
with Knowledge Based 
Systems (MM12) 
WAL/INRIA - MM12 is a 
-,- ,,, 9- -,, :,,+ - * -hT i""  *-..*iirn'4 
%ba&aab i lb  p 1 W J b L . L  pal bhy  k u d d u - i b u  
under the CEC ESPRIT initiative 
involving BIM (Belgium) as lead 
partner, with Intelligent Software 
Solutions (Spain), University sf 
keeds (UR), Ecole des Mines de 
Saint-Etienne (France), 
SERCiRAL (UK), ADRlCRlSS 
(France), md INRIA Wrmce). The 
objective of the research is to 
develop a computer software 
demonstrator of an adsdanced 
human-computer interface which 
will allow users to interact with 
knowledge based systems (KBS) 
through co-operalive didogues. In 
the demonstrator the MBS guides 
users through the design of 
computer networks, making 
suggestions and criticisms as 
though it were a well infomed 
consultant. The five year project 
started in I989 and an initial 
pro '80%y pe was sucessfu%ly 
demonstrated to the CEC and 
reviewers in October 1990. 
At present KBS nomdly ask 
users questions about a problem 
and reason towards a solution on 
the basis of users' answers. The 
questions are nomdly wnitten into 
the program and a very limited 
range of possible answers is 
permitted. Bf users do not 
understand the questions or tklc 
conclusions reached, they can ask 
for a record of the reasoning which 
leads the system to ask a question 
or reach a conclusion. 
The MMB2 interface not ody  
allows users to interact with the 
system in this way through 
commmd lmguages, but both the 
user and the system can also ask 
questiom md make replies in free 
ranging natural language (in 
English, French or Spmish). Users 
are able to intempt the system by 
asking questions of the system 
ins86;ad o f  n7crell; replying 1s 
quesiions. The system wwia be abHc 
to j u s t i f y  i ts  reasoning and  
elaboraie on those juslifications if 
required. Morecvcr, users arc able 
to describe the building where they 
wish to place a compu'aca nctwofk 
and any  design suggestions by 
drawing: dbhem as diagrams that the 
KBS will understand and which 
both users and the system can rcfcr 
to throqghout ek ddialoguc. 
Welerence for f~'%a9~her r ading" 
Binot, I-&., Falzon, P,, Perez, R., 
Bcrochc, B., Shcehy, N., Rouault, 
j i ~  and Wilson, IN!, D. (1990). 
%rchitccturc of a multimodali 
dialoglac interface for knowledge- 
based systems,' in Esprit YO, 412- 
433. Mluwer Academic Publish 
css, Dordrechi. 
Mikc Wilson 
+44 235 44 6619 
email: mdw@inf.rl.ac.uk 
ljicrre Falimn 
+33 1 3 0 6 3  5 2 2 6  
emai!: fai;lon@psycho.inria.fr 
Three-Dimensional 
Semiconductor Device 
Simulation 
RAL - January marked the 
successful completion oQ: the EG 
funded EVEREST Project 
(ESPRIT 962E) of which RAL 
was the lcading contractor. 
EVEREST was a lour ycar project 
invesbigating improved physical 
models and computational 
algorithms for the solulion of the 
d~ftjdilfusion orcprcsen8alion of the 
electrical properties of silicon 
based semiconductor devices~ The 
main thrust of the project was 
towards the crealion and analysis 
of three-dimensional models of 
both MOS and bipolar 
technologies, and the extracdon of 
perfommce parameters for use in 
circuit design malysis. 
The partners were: Analog 
Devices (Ireland), Philips (Thc 
Nee4acrBands), SGS-Thompson 
(Italy), STC Technology Lad (UK), 
NMRC (Ireland),  IMEC 
Plot of eledsostatic potentiel a% il = 8 ns with a 5.5 V fsward bias 
on the  parasitic function 
(Belgium), University Colicge 
Swansea (UR), University of 
Bologna (Italy) and Trinity 
College Dublin (Ireland). 
The project addressed fivc 
main areas: pbs ica l  models and 
validation, discrete formulations, 
mesh generation and refinement, 
linear and non-linear algebra and 
software development. The project 
has produced over 180 repoas and 
papers in these areas and many 
algorithmic and software 
dcve%opments. 
device problem were made. The 
Project also fomulated a number 
sf new time discretisation schemes 
including a modified GEAR 
mckhod for impsing the dgebraic 
constraint relations introduced by 
Poisson's equation on the 
continuity equations in the time 
dependent problem. For three- 
dimensional mesh generation, thc 
ProjccL developed a robust 
Delaunay algorithm for non- 
convex domains and a 
methodology for applying 
refinement to xmicondubor device 
For example, the Project problems, Progress made in lincar 
developed a new mathematical and non-linear algebra includes 
model for carrier mobility in MOS robust pre-conditioners for PCCG 
structures which was validated and CGS, and the ""correction 
against  measurements on  t ~ m d o r n & o n ~ ~  technique. 
fTbficated test devices. neoret icd  As well  as being leading 
advanccs in the application o f  contractor? RRAL Icd the software 
mixed and hybrid finite element development t e r n  in the project. A 
methods to the semiconduclor major output of the project is one 
o f  inc W D P ~ ~  s PBlOSa advances 
ihrec-drrrie;wional acvice 
sitxulators, E V E R E X . ,  The 
FVEREST S u i ~ e  ilnciudes a 
gesm-a;iea,;ic modeilea;, mesh 
gcnerabsf'. Smpuri~y profile 
gcacrats:, simu!ator an6 post- 
n:,7icessoz. Thzsc moduEes sro 
integrated fhrhgugh a corninow, 
WAL-dc~/eloped csmnana parser 
and aiiaea i~berfacc ssfiware. TRc 
ssmulator pcsPorrns both the 
steady-slats iuld kransierat analysis 
of devices and provides auiomatac 
mesh generation and mesh 
rcfix~ement bascd on h e  inapuri~y 
profile and ihc electric fidld. 
The photo shows a mesh ;and 
the c%ec"bric potential distribution 
generated by EVEREST in the 
sirn.8niation of :he latch-up prcbkm 
in CMOS technologies. This 
analysis required the transient 
simulation of a complex four- 
contact stmcture. 
Although the EVEREST 
Project has now ended, EVEREST 
is being uscd at Philips and STC 
and dcvc%opmcnt of %he simulator 
csneanuing at WAL. 9q&iIk is ill 
hand to include more advanced 
physical rnodcls and to produced 
implementations of the suite on 
vector and concurrent 
architcctures, We intend to f o m  a 
new consonium to continue this 
type of work in a bid to thc EC 
under ESPRIT III. 
GMD Research Unit for the 
Ecanamics of Infsemalisn 
invalved Iw New EC Paojecl 
agreements coveri~ig this secor l~  
coordinate8 sdrvcy of cIcc"sorik 
;nformation sewiees in the 12 EC 
%.,ember countries were signed in 
Luxemburg on 30 November, 
1990. 
Tnis survey cover both 
i ~ o s ~ s ,  1.e. eonrpurer i:entrcs which 
afrC&r online databases io external 
users, and database producers, 
including manufacturers ef CD- 
ROAM products. The sunzey eovcn 
the years 1989 and 1990 and will 
be conducted in all EC member 
countries in spring 1991. 
Publication of the results i s  
planned for the end of 199%. For 
the  territory of the Federal 
Republic 63f Gemany, the project 
is being conducted by the GMD 
Reszarr,h Vj"nik foz the Ecswsmics 
of Information i n  Cologne on 
behalf of the Commission of the 
European Communities and in 
eoopcra'bion with the Specialised 
Infomation Consoflium (Arbeits- 
gemeinschaft Fachinfornation e.Y) 
in F r a k f u m a i n n  
Hi is planned to extend these 
psarsrtd;nasrs,t snlq,rrs r r  +n nthnr t . i r n o e  
e U . d : ? d l b : U b b U  & A i r  ~ J J  B V  V b a L b i  L J p b r ?  
of electronic infomation sewices 
at a later  date, e.g.  to include 
value-added network services 
(VANS). The Commission of the 
Centre - a divvasiow 0; the Institute 
for 1n;egra~cd P u b H i c a ~ i ~ n  a d 
Enfornation Systems - have been 
avaiiable online to users 
worldwide. I a 
blbliogl-aphic database on 
info-matiion seiencc and applied 
Information science c o r n p r i ~ i ~ g  
over sixty-thousand literature 
feferences, has been provided 
online by the Specialised 
Information Centre for Tectmo"eogy 
(FZZ Technik) via the host of 
Radio Schweiz AG in Beme since 
1987. Under an agreement 
concluded between GMD and the 
Speciabised Infomation Centre in 
KarlsrnRe (FIZ Karlsruhe), the 
database is now also available via 
STN International, the 
international scientific-technlca1 
Ixfmmation neiwork* 
In addition to Radsmhe, STN 
nodes also exist  in Tokyo and 
Columbus, Ohio. The ADDAT 
daQbase, an electronic directory of 
specialised infomation databases 
offered by Geman manufactaarcrs 
and available online, on optical 
discs (CD-ROM) or indirecdy via 
search services, i s  now itself 
available online for the first time 
through the Specialised 
Infomation Centre for Technology 
(FIZ Technik), 
European Communities intends to Peter Budkger 
+49615% 875880 
use thesc projects to obtain email: budineemkmx,emd,dbDDde 
" -  CZ 
meaningful statistics - based on 
standard definitions and 
deliminations - on the infomation 
services industry in the member 
countries of the European 
Werner Schwuchow 
+492213767343 
email: schwuchow@kmx.gmd.dbp.de 
Start-ups and Subsidiaries 
G M D  - A study is to be GMD information Centre PNRIA - The club of 
published giving detaiis of Extends Range sf Online INRlA's stafi-ups and subsidia~es 
electronic infomarion services D8%$b89e~ met at Rocquencourt  early in 
available in the membcr states of January. These companies, created 
the European Community. This GMD - Since February at 'the initiative of INRIA 
project is being led by the GMB 1991, the INFODATA and researchers, specialize in the 
l&xxarch Unit for rhc Economics ADBAT specialised information transfer of research prototypes 
of Information in Cologne. The banks o f  the GMD Information dcvcloped at PNRIA. In 1990, 
there 6vc1-c i s  companies o f  this 
type. The club welcomed three 
new cornpanics in 1931: 
ERGOMATIC (Ergonomic 
C ~ n s u l t ~ t s ) ,  founded by Bernard 
Senach at Sophia-Ansiplis; 
EURBCLID, created in its new 
Tom by Anloine Wizk, which will 
commercialize SYNTAX En vari- 
ous foms, 
* 02Tccho%ogy, originating from 
GIP ALTAiR* which will exploit, 
commercialize and distribute 02, 
an object-oriented database man- 
agement system and its program- 
ming enviroment. This company 
will bc a subsidiaq of INRIA (40 
9% of the capital will belong to 
INRIA). 
A document which 
summarizes INRIA policy 
conccming the creation of start- 
ups is now available in French. 
This document also contains some 
synthetic information on these 
companies. The English version 
will be available in May 1991. 
Chorus Systbmes Si 
Agreement with INM 
INRIA-INMOS, a member 
of the SGS-Thornson Micro- 
electronics Group, Chorus 
Sysrkmes of Paris, Archipel of 
Annecy and Telmat Infomaticgue 
of Soulez, near Strasbourg, 
announce a joint development to 
port the CHORUS operating 
system to  thc  transputer. The  
implementation of CHORUS on 
the H l  transputer in the first 
quarter of 1992 provides UNIX 
capability on scalable transputer 
systems, thus further s t r e n g h e ~ n g  
the transputer 's  established 
position as a front runner in the 
embedded microprocessor market. 
CHORLJS is a diseributcd 
muTiiprocessia~g 0peratBr;g system 
based on a small ,  efficient 
microkernel around which corn- 
munieations, memov mmago brnenb 
and real-time event processing 
modules are added to provide the 
5 1 s ~ ~  wi84pp BBwx syyspe? sizrpg$gc 
3.2. These modules communicate 
through a message-passing 
protocol, The multiprocessing 
capability sf the H I  trailspceier 
with its virtual communication 
channels and dynamic message 
routing provides an ideal 
architecture for the eficient irnple- 
menration of the CHORUS system 
model. CHORUS was initially 
developed by HNRPA and Chorus 
Syse$mes is one of IM3IB"s start- 
ups. 
HNRIA - In the framework 
sf the project PTTS (signal 
processing workstation), led by 
I M l A  and G m T  (national centre 
for telecommunication studies), a 
team conducted by M. Sorine at 
I m I A  developed a programming 
environment foe manlkiprocessors 
dcvoted to signal processing called 
SYNDEX (SYNchronous 
Bist~buted EXecutive). This envi- 
ronment allows a high level 
descsiption for a specific machine 
and its application progrm. I$ cm 
then automatically generate the 
system program to run the 
application program on  the 
machine in red-time. 
The diffusion to universities 
and research centres is now 
efficient. Six users licences have 
already been signed with 
u ~ i v e ~ s i s i e s  and the company 
Thornson in Frame. 
Idawe Reinhart 
4-53 1 39 43 54 I6 
email: ichkart@inria.iplria.fr 
Yves Sore? 
+33 1 39 63 52 60 
ernail: sorel@rossini.i~ria.Pr 
Grouping for Human 
Genome Sequences 
Hm%A - Mr* Hubert Curien, 
Minister for  Research and 
Technology, has announced the 
creation of a Public Interest 
Grouping to coordinate research 
on human genesme sequences in 
France. Some French teams at 
HMSERM (Centre for Medical 
Studies), at  CEPM (Research 
Centre for Hnmm Polymovhism) 
and a% the University of 
Montpellier, ailready work on this 
subject. INMA will be in charge 
of all problems related to computer 
science in this project. The  
following researche~ at INRIA are 
already involved: 
Frmqois R e c h e m a m  at IMAG 
on aflifacid intelligence; 
Michel Schol'b and Franqois 
Bancilhon on data management 
systems; 
Mireille Regnier for algorith- 
mics; 
Joel Quinqueton on the classifi- 
cation of symbolic objects at 
CRIM (Montpellier). 
Michel Scholl 
4-33 1 39 63 53 29 
email: michel@bdMues.altir.fr 
Mural ---- An Interactive 
Proof Assistant 
RAL - One season often 
given for the  slow take-up of 
formal me&ods by industq is the 
1 n o t  assumed 1 
by 0-form on  [I; [I 
uorolding from "2 
b y  supsrtype on [2]; [I 
b y  subeype-E on 123; [ ]  
b y  vat?-1-lafr on [hl ] ;  [I 
6.1L2( O < Z I  ) 
6 . M (  ( u < z i  : + (  P [ Z I ] )  ) 
6 . 1 (  ~ [ z l j )  Sy +-E-ie?r on [6,h3, S.h2]; [I 
6 . z (  21 : N ) b y  Z and >0 =b N an [Ca.h2, 6.hII ;  [I 
6 . 3 (  p i (  s i ; c c [ z l  I ) ] )  by  5 1  on C6.1, 6.23 
b . c (  ( O < (  s u c c [ r l ] )  ) $ (  P [ (  s u c c [ z l ] ) ] )  ) b9 vaciP-I- lef t  on 18.31; [I 
b y  pr@d(2)<z on [7.h3]; [I 
b y  preb-form on [7.h3]; [I 
b y  < - ( - t rans  on r7.2, 7.h3, 1, 7.1, 7 .h l l ;  r l  
The Muaa! Proof Tool showing a proof of an induction rule 
%or natural numbers 
Three body segments sf the hexspMa8 robot await the addition 
of the head, The robot is 46 cm long with e leg span of 25 cm 
and weighs 3-5 kg, 
Photo: University sf Saiford 
lack of tools supporting the  
processes iavslved,  MURAL. 
developed by Mwnchester 
University 2nd RAL, is designled 
no assist w i b  the theorem provicg 
tasks arising in  saftware 
engineefing applicntions. 
Considerable emphasis has 
been placed upon design of the 
user inrcrface, enabling users to 
maintain their intuition o r  the 
problem domain and guide the 
proof in :he dgh",direction, whilst 
the faultless symbolic 
n a ~ a p u l s t i i o n  of the machine 
maintains the integrity of the 
proof* 
An exp8srarod-y style ok^  
working is encouraged with the 
inbention of assisting the proof 
discovery process rather than 
merely serving to check proofs 
previously worked out on paper. 
Proofs can  be constaacted by  
working forwards from khc 
hypotheses, backwards from the 
conclusion, or  from new lines 
added dareccly to the middle of the 
prsol. Lines of reasoning can be 
aemporaraly abandoned whnast 
alternative approaches are 
attcmptcd or lemmas conjectured 
and provcd on the fly. 
Tnc iVi%iiraI proof assistant is 
g e n e r i c  founded on a 10glca1 
fr;mc, fl~eorics arc constructed in a 
hierarchical! stars: where each 
theory inherits from and exrcnds 
its parenE. 
An instantiation s f  the proof 
assistant has been developed for 
the Viema Development Method 
(VDM) providing support for the 
creation s f  spccificaeisns and 
rcificatisns between nhcm, and 
also for thc construction of thc 
theories that provide LI-K context in 
which prosf sbligaeions can be 
c~emingF~'ka%ly discharged, 
-Mural is c u ~ e n t l y  undergoing 
further development. Enhance- 
ments are being made to the VBM 
support facilities and the generic 
proof assistant. AP inseaneiaenon 
for the Z noration is also being 
considered. 
We believe thatinteractive 
proof facilities such as those 
provided by Mural can form the 
basis of in;acsraeg-,d formal 
development environrnenis of 
i n d u s t ~ d  relevance. 
TaawspuBess In Real Time 
Control 
RAL - A project to illustrate 
the use of transputers in real time 
control has been funded through 
one of the community clubs mn by 
RAL as part of the SERC ./ DTI 
Transputer Initiative. The work is 
being undenkcn at the University 
of Salford on behalf of the Real 
Time Control Transputer 
App%ications Community Club 
(CTACC). Its purpose is  lo  
?lneers demonstrate to industrial en&' 
that transputers are ideally suited 
to control complex engineering 
proccsscs more quickly and more 
cost-cffcctively than conventiond 
PrOCeSSOFS. 
The  demonstrator is a six 
legged mobile robot which will 
track and follow in real lime h e  
motion of an object  such as a 
person while avoiding o r  
negotiating obstades in its path. 
The  key feature of the 
demonstrator is that i t  is a 
segmented device in which each 
s e p e n t  has its own power supply, 
sensors and  processor^ It mirrors 
indanstfial applications where many 
scparate machines working in 
parallel have to be controBBcd in a 
way that enables them to 
cooprate. 
Three body segments of the 
robot have been completed 
already. Each segment possesses 
two legs with servo drivers and 
toque sensors A head segment 
with an infrared sensor wlP$ be 
added shortly. A transputer ow 
each segment controls movernes%&, 
processes secsor infomation and 
communicates with o&e[ 
segrnenes. The transputer's 
ka r&var~  slmnprt rnr cornrn~~nIr~-  
& - 
tion and for mulei-tasking makes it 
the ideal processor for the project. 
Its small size, ~ ~ c i g b t  and cost 
together with its scif-containment 
are further important 
considerations. 
The project dexomtratcs wcl; 
the incremental properties of 
transputer networks. An individual 
body segment operating in 
isolation can maintain a slance but 
cannot walk.  The  progressive 
addition of further segments 
increases the capabilities sf the 
system until the fu11 functionality 
s f  the complete robot is attained. 
The robot is available for 
demonsWdtion from April 199 1. 
Raymond Fawcat 
+44235446394 
ernail: rjf@hf.rl.ac.uk 
Annual Forum of GMD's 
Washington OBice 
GMD - Research promotion 
activities, as practised in the 
Federal Republic s f  Gemany via 
the state-supported GMD, other 
government measures and 
programmes and also through 
European Community 
programmes, were the subject of 
the Amua% Fomm held by GMD's 
Washington office in the Carl- 
Schrnlz Audito~um of the G e m m  
Embassy in Washington DG on 24 
J a n u a ~ ~  1931. This was the third 
presentation in a series of events 
usually held anually by GMD's 
Washington ofice. 
The purpose oh suen events as 
ro inform  he Amencan speciaiiisa 
public from universities, research 
centres, the adn~inistrat isn and 
industry in the Washington arca 
about GMD's work. At the same 
time, the aim is also $8 show which 
trcnds and ~isnccring activities are 
taking place In the  relevant 
speciair st environment. This 
dcmonshratcs the various 
coopcraiiiive reiationships at the 
national and international level in 
which GMD is involved and the 
way sn which it meets the 
challenges facing 18,- "$his year's 
Forum was particularly we11 
anended with ovcr 90 panicipants. 
Roughly equal. numbers o f  
paflicipants came from the three 
groups industry, administration 
ana uraivers%iies/speciaZisi 
associations. 
Pn his welcoming speech, Dr. 
Jiirgen Ruhfus,  the  German 
Ambassador to the United States, 
stressed t"aa role of information 
technology as a key element in 
international competition. At the 
same time, he drew attention to the 
great potential for covperatio~i 
presented by the creation of a 
single European market and to the 
willingness to further intensify the 
already numerous contacts with 
the USA. 
The next speaker* DDH: ans @. 
Klaus, Head s f  GMD9s 
Department o f  International 
Affairs, presented GMD9s research 
programmes, concentrating in 
particular on  G M D 9 s  level of 
international involvement. Me 
stressed paflicipation b"y GMD in 
E C  programmes, in  particular 
ESPRIT, involvement in the 
European Research Consortium 
for Informatics and Mathematics 
(ERCHM), the initiative for the 
establishment of the Internation& 
Computer Science Institute (HCSI) 
in Berkeley and the work of the 
GMD offices in Washington, 
Berkeley md Tokyo. 
Dr~  Klaus Schroeter9 Scientific 
Officer at thc Gemany  Embassy 
in Washington, reported on 
. " *  
rwrklatives .taken by the Federal 
Governn~en" io  promote 
" - : n f o ; ~ ~ l a i i o ~  fcchnolegy. 13e dre:~! 
inte~~xiiionai co~rparisons in Sems 
of &e volume af funding provided 
and areas covered and gave 
information on links between 
national and European initiatives. 
21. Wi?Xy van Pdyrnbrseck 
b s w r  the EC Commission, General 
L l ~ r e c t s ~ a s e  %BIB, provided an 
ovesb:cw of the carnpk~r siln~c$dre 
of the EC fundrng programmes. 
Naturally, Re devoted particular 
anention to ESPR1T9 the Europcm 
Suatcgic Progrmme for Research 
in ;cfamaaion Teetaology. 
Hans G Klaus 
id92249 142254 
ecnad. 262ads@km.gkhd diia;.de 
German-Chinese 
E8ec%ran$cs Congress 
Planned 
GMD - A Geman-Chinese 
Electronics Congress planned for 
autumn 1991 is intended to give 
experts from the two count~es  the 
oppofionity of asscssing the results 
of cooperation in recent years and 
discussing joint projects for the 
future. The first details of these 
joint plans for this year were 
discussed at a meeting between Dr- 
Tong Zhipeng from the Chinese 
Minisary of Mechanical 
Engineering and the Electronics 
Industry and Prof. Dr. Eckart  
Raubsld, Manager of the GMD 
institute for Systems Engineering 
in Damstadt, 
While the Congress will 
mainly deal with computer science 
topics, consideration was also 
given to the possibility sf 
inciuding microelectronics in &$9e 
workshop, This will depend on 
whether the research institutes 
participating in the German- 
Chinese Congress are joined by 
indust. It was agreed that r e p m  
wsnBd be given at the Congrcss on 
ongoing Germaa-Gk%inese 
cooperation and on future 
prospects ic this 5.e%$. Shanghai 
\was chosen as venue, 
<- ;cscpe:.aik~ be:weec Gh4D 
~d cxDcrts from &B", P$BD!~C~S 
Republic of Chine is currently 
concentrated ow {he es~ablishn~enL 
of zn X,488 electronic mail 
network betvveen Chinesc 
institutes and unlversieies w ~ t n  
access to Bnlcmahional networks. 
Fsbr Cb-incse guest scientists from 
jnslitukes sf the Mivistry of 
Mechanical Engineefing and the 
Electronics Industry and tnree 
;:om institutes s f  the Chinese 
Academy s f  Science are currently 
working at GMD. 
Cooperation with Bulgaria 
GMD - The ""information 
Centre for Techology Transfer - 
Informa" in Sofia, Bulgaria, and 
the GMD Research Unit for the 
Economics of Information in 
Cologne are now cooperating in a 
first joint project. Dr. Stoyan 6. 
Denchev, Deputy R&D Director 
General, and Dr. Dirnitar 6. 
Chfistozov, Head of the Infoma 
"System Analysis and Control9* 
Scientific Laboratory will 
cooperate with Dr. Karl A. 
Stroetmann of the information 
mmagement group at the Cologne 
research unit on the subject of 
""Iformation Management for 
Information Services"'. Two 
scicntffic papen arc prepared, i.e. 
an invited keynote address by Dr- 
Seroetmann on "Strategic 
Information Management" and a 
companion paper by Dr. 
Denchev/Christozov for the 6th 
General Conference of the 
""European Coopration in Social 
Science Information and 
Documenbation," an East-West 
project set up following the CSCE. 
.--A 1h.e ECSSiD Confeye.;ce was he%C 
a6 the 'univeas iv  yof Rent  in 
Can te rb~ry~  England, from 22 to 
26 March, 199 1, 
SIGGRAPH T ~ ~ t o r i ~ 8  on 
Objecl and Constraint 
Paradigms for Graphics 
CMDJCWT - Together with 
Edwin Blake (CWI), Chris Laffra 
(Soffware Engineering Research 
Center) and Bjorn Frccman- 
Benscz (J4rashiwglon University 1. 
Peter WiBkirchen of the GMD 
Hnslitutc for Applied Computer 
Science wiB% hold a tutorial on 
*Qbject md Constraint Paradigms 
for Graphics" at the 1991 SIIG- 
GRAPH Conference. The etuto~al 
is a development of earlier 
cooperation between scientists 
Prom GMD and CWI on Object- 
G~ented  Grdphics. Tie SIGGRAB 
Conference is one of the largest 
scientific conferences covering 
computer science, The 1931 
Conference will be held Irom 26 
July to 3 Aups t  in Las Vegas. 
Suggestions for SIGGWAPM 
tutorials are carefully reviewed 
md fewer than fifty percent of the 
proposals received are actually 
accepted. Peter WiBkirchen mad his 
collieape Efich Rome already held 
a tutorial on  object-oriented 
graphics at the 1988 SIGGRAPH 
C o n f e ~ n c e  in Atlanta. 
Object-ofienred teekaiques are 
~ g p r ~ p r i a t e  for  structuring 
complex designs in computer 
graphics, and graphics 
requirements have prompted 
further development of this 
approach. The tutorial covers the 
concepts and extensions weeded 
for the implementation of these 
ideas in graphics applications. 
The tutorial also compares 
object-oriented and classical 
computer graphics approaches. 
General techniques and solutions 
are demonstrated by tackling 
specific problems in graphics, 
interaction, and animation. 
Constraint-based technianes are 
explored as a useful extension sf 
object-oriented methods, wirh 
recent progress presented. 
Peter WiBkirchen 
4-492241 142315 
email: wissk@gmdij.gmd.de 
Edwin Blake 
+312059%$009 
ernail: edwin@cwi.nl 
EVENTS 
Transputer Appiicatlsns 91 
(TA9 1 ) 
RAE - The 3rd Intemiltiond 
Conference and Exhibition on the 
Applications of Transputers, 
sponsored by the RAL based 
SERCIDTII Initiative in the 
Engineering Applications of 
m iransputers, will take place in 
Glasgow UR, August 28-30th 
1991. 
The emphasis of these 
conferences is  on  real world 
applications, pafiicularly those that 
are now in use; last year '75 papers 
were presented covering topics 
ranging from the reading of car 
number plates from roadside 
cmeras,  to the modelling of River 
Systems for flood control. The 
presence at $A90 of speakess from 
Bosch and Volkswagen showed 
that the potentid of h e  Transputer 
has already been recognised by 
some world-class manufacturing 
companies;  several more are 
expected to Ix present at TA91. Hn 
addition to i n d u s t ~ d  applications, 
topics will also include Real Time 
Control, Signal Processing, Image 
Processing, Robotics, Molecular 
Modell ing,  Software Tools, 
Communications plus several 
others. 
The accompanying Exhibition 
provides a uniqac opportunity 1s 
meet the leading suppliers; a t  
TA90 over 40 companies from 
both thc UK and overseas were 
prcsent. 
The venue  i q  ahe cen t ra l ly  
located Moat House International 
WotcB which gives dclegares an 
opportunity to see the City that 
was European City s f  Culture in 
1990. Gl'asgow is also a good base 
embedoing, irrcg~iar quad~latcral 
adapaisn and mesh generation by 
medial axes subdivision. 
Finally,  there was a 
presentation on methods for 
assessing ~ q q u a l i e y  of rneshcs in 
CFD. The quaEity sf the meeting 
was reflected in the l ively 
discussion sessions after eac2 
presentation. A report  on thc 
meeting is available from the 
contacts below. 
- - 
For getting to see the rest of The next meeting in this series Scotland which is at its best in he on paralici processing for 
carly Autumn. CFD at the Daresbury Laboratory, 
Details may be obtained from: 
TA91, S c o ~ i s h  Trmsputer Centre, 
Exchange House, 229 George St., 
GLASGOW, G I  IRX, Scotland, 
UK o r  by e-mail  from: T. S. 
Dbarsmpli@vaxa.strath.ac.uk 
Computational Fluid 
Dynamics Community Club 
Meeting on Mesh 
Generation 
RAL - The Seminar on  
Mesh Generation Applied to  
Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) organised by RAL took 
place at the Laboratory, Fcbmary 
7 ,  1991, at which over 70 
delegates attended. 'This seminar is 
one of a continuing series 
organised by f i e  CED Community 
Club wibin the UK. 
Dr N. W e a ~ e ~ l l  (Swmsea) 
chaired the meeting. In the first 
session there were presentations on 
established techiqmes such as ehe 
advancing front meaod, Delaunay 
tetrahedralisaeiona, transfinite 
interpolation and multib%ock. The 
second session, on newer methods, 
included talks on adaptive 
refinement in multig~ds applied to 
CFD, feature-aligned mesh 
on May 22,19911. 
MAGISERC Finite Element 
Library User Course 
RAL. - Release 3 of the 
NACISERC Finite Element 
Library is now available from the 
Numerical ABgohths Group Etd 
(NAG). To complement this 
release a 4 day User Course is to 
be mn at RAL by the authors early 
in the summcr 199 1 .  Anyone 
interested in attending this course 
o r  requiring more information 
please contact the aut%aors. 
C h r i s  Greenough 
+44 235 44 5307 
email: cg@hh.rl.ac.uk 
John Collie 
4-44 235 44 5243 
email: cjc@inf.r%.ac.uk 
Workshop on the Accuracy 
of Numerical Techniques 
in Computational Fluid 
Dynamics 
RAE - The Workshop on the 
Accuracy of Numerical  Tech- 
niques orgawised by R A L  in 
cooperation with the Institute of 
Compntationa& Fluia Dyaam~es  
"ask place in  Abingdon (UK), 
November 15-16,1990. Prof K. \%i. 
34or$o~ (Oxford",hsired thb 
meeting which wzs attended by 
over 80 6clegaees There wzre 
presentations on current practice, 
rhg choice o f  pfiyqical m n d c l ~  
discretisation orocedures, she 
sslut~on of nonlinear and linear 
systems s f  equations- and 
validat ion.  Three discussion 
sessions ow numerical fomu9aaion. 
7roblern ss%utios and validaiion 
identified problem areas. A repon 
on the meeking is available from 
the author* The next meeting in 
this sefies on mesh generation for 
CFD, was held at RAL,  on 
Febmary 7,  1991. 
Advanced Database 
Technology 
RAL - The  Database 
workshop (EWCTM Meeting at 
RAE, May $991) will concentrate 
en advanced database techology; 
the areas arc those where research 
is activc and where there are 
alternative views. This  should 
ensure not only timely and 
relevant presentations, but also 
vigorous discussion. The topics 
discussed below are those 
approved by the ERCIM Standing 
Committee. The aim is  to find 
areas of common research interest 
between the ERCliM partners 
leading to possible cooperalion in 
research and in aeecmpts to secure 
further research funding. 
The 'hot topics' are: 
Object-Oriented Database 
Systems: do we need a theory? 
This was discussed at a pmeB ses- 
sion at the Very Large Database 
(VEDB) conference in Brisbane, 
havc becn successf'u8 w i ~ h s u e  
Coddms theoreticad ~vork?  Does 
theory restrict and retard systems 
dc,~~clsprnene md ~xpe~~enta t io -sn  
to find solutions? 
Have L o g i c - $ E S C ~  Database. 
Systems come of age? This asks 
she qucslion whether all the 
~escarch in logic-basea databases 
k;ss bee2 wsrthkvhile; whcre are 
the prsducts"8n the same 
timcscale relational products were 
in ihhe market, as werc earlier ner- 
work xld hierarchic systems. 
Perlo~nance Issues in Database 
Systems (or expressiveness versus 
efficiency). This q u e s ~ s n s  whether 
the greater expressiveness of the 
object-oriented, logic-program- 
ming and hnctional programming 
paradigms is too costly in bcms of 
database system performance. 
Where is the trade-o1f between 
development effort m d  production 
efficiency? 4 6 L s  are becoming 
more acceptable despite poorer 
runtime performance compared 
with 2- and 3-GLs; will the reduc- 
ing cost of hardware resources and 
incrcasing parallelism allow us the 
luxury s f  these more expressive 
programming m e ~ o d s ?  
Systems Development Methods 
for Dababase $ystcmsa This raises 
the issue of the classical %aterfaU 
r odd" and the progressive move- 
mcnt away (via the "spiral modelq) 
towards repeated refinement by 
prototyping and more sophisl~eat- 
~d UyhLl I C Q U ~ ~ L ~ L E G ~ ~ "  G ~ L ~ ? _ ~ + L ~ o ~ . s  & U 
formal specification. 
Behind these %oh topics9 arc 
ihe basic concerns sf advanced 
database research, the use of 
parallel hardware9 the representa- 
bility of models, the t e ~ ~ i q u e s  for 
end-user involvement in system 
development and the need to 
handle ever increasing volumes 
and types of idomation. 
CMD - The plastic cards 
with integrated computer chip 
known as chipcards or smaacards 
are set to find many applications 
and enter the lives of virtually 
August 1998, and generated some 
interesting insights and view- The SmafiCard Pavilion at GMB-Dsrmstadt 
points. Would relational systems Photo: MQwch 
?very citizen in she fu~kre.  i ~ ~ d g i r g  
by innc e ~ s r c n t  slate of research 
work, a number of interesting 
devrlopmcnts are dikely to emerge. 
For example, thc next generara'o~ 
01 identity cards wi%i, $2 entered as 
documents on smartcards, voting 
will be Eur",cr automated with 
smartcards, health insurance 
ccrt~ficates wall be repiaced by 
smssherecards ana payphones a ill be 
operated w ~ t h  smartcards inskcad 
o f  small change. At the same tirnc, 
sigarctees, car-park fees and br3~el 
tickets will be paid with electronic 
money, shopping paid for with 
smart credit cards, bank transfers 
secured with smancards md faxes 
provided with electronic signatures 
by mcans of such cards. 
GMD held a Smar tca rd  
Workshop in Damnaadt on 2'2 md 
23 January, 1991, at which 128 
visieons from iadustq and sciena;e 
heard talks by 23 experts on 
mathematical and technical 
principles, smartcard operating 
system developments and 
standardisation, legal and 
organisaiional aspects, as well as 
applications and development 
trends in smartcard technology. 
The Workshop was accompanied 
by an exhibition on smaacards in 
GMD Dams@dt9s sew SmaflCard 
Pavilion. Ten companies also 
presented smaflcard applications. 
Jiirgcn Dethloff from 
Hamburg, one of the Znvcnesrs of 
smancard technology and holder 
of many patents in this field, some 
dating as far back as 1968, was 
guest of honour at the GMD 
Workshop. The  event was  
organised by Dipl.-Ing. Bruno 
Sbmif, the research group leader at 
GMD Darmstadt with 
rcsponsibiliky for smartcard 
applications, whose research group 
is currently cooperating with 'the 
Gcsellschaft fiir Automation und 
dcvc%sprnent or" ~ Q - T .  .=,%W S l b i a h  v m - + " -  bkd6a " 
P-- operating s ystenl~ I Brcse 
developments are part of the work 
of GMB Damstadt3s comrnunica- 
i;n sl,,ns technology research division 
on the GME main thcmc 
""Infor~xatlsn *,echhkraology 
rnnpp~r~tinv b ., - q 1 p p ~ r ~  " r -' *--- . - -  
Colloquium In H O R Q U ~  
of G a ~ ~ p o t e r  Pioneer 
Konrad Zuse 
GMD - In honour of Konrad 
Zuse, the German computcr 
pioneer who celebrated his 88th 
b i ~ d a y  in June 1990, GMD held 
a Special  Colloquium on 
Computer Architecture on 38 
November, 1990, at its SekloB 
Birlinghoven headquarters near 
Born. The theme of this day-long 
series of lectures, which began 
with an introductory lecture by 
Prof- Dc k.c. Ronrad Zmse, was 
",he f ~ r k h e r  development of 
computer architectures starting 
with Zuse's Z1 in 1936 and 
progressing ,e &e r~assive-paraE;e; 
inSaxnation pr~cebsbng sys3,enas of 
the year 2000, The Cslloqnium 
was addressed by Ieadnng 
computer arch~teclure specialists 
including Prof Deb-Ing. INoIfga~g 
R. Ciloi from Berhc, Prof* Dr. Mai 
Hwang from Lss  Angeles. Prof. 
Dr- Awiad from Cmbr.gdge, GSA, 
Pasf. Dr. Philip Treleavaa rrom 
London and DL qWiI$%S~I~  Sprulh 
f~am Boblingen. 
On the occasion of his 80th 
'birthday, Konrad Zusc was 
honoured in a ceremony he18 at his 
home in HGnfeld attended by the 
Federal  minister for Research, 
Beinz Riese&ukr, md numcro~~s 
computer experts from science and 
ii ndust-ry. 
As far back as the 1930s, 
Xonrad Zusc was the first scientisr 
to develop and build - quite 
separately Cro~m other 
developments - the prototwe s f  all 
modern computers, the ""Z1," the 
first binary digital computer in the 
~vor ld .  A copy of this cornpuler 
has been on display in the Berlin 
F-guseum of Transport  and 
Technology since 1989. The first 
f u l l y  functional program- 
Organisation, one of Gemany's The German Computer Pioneer Konrad Zuse at 
leading companies in the GMD-Birlinghovsn 
smartcard sector, in  the Photo: MGnch 
controlled e%eck~ornechdnicdi 
digital computer in h e  warld,  he 
223 with 2000 relays, was 
completed in 1941 but destroyed 
during &c war in 1944. Because of 
its historical impofiance, a copy 
was made in 1940 and put on 
display in the Geman Museum in 
Munich. Konrad Zuse developed 
fanher computer generations up to 
222 which were equally impoamt 
10 ",he progress s f  computer 
engineering. Hn the forties, Zose 
also developed the first ever 
Righcr-level programming 
language, ""PankalC31" In overall 
terms, the lines of development 
initiated by Konrad Zuse are now 
finding their culmination in 
w assive-parallel, ncuronal and 
optical computers, 
GMD, which  unveiled a 
bronze portrait in honour of the 
G e m m  computer pioneer at GMD 
Birlingbaoven in August 19"a9, 
bcgan a h i s t o ~ c d  study of Geman 
computer developments in 1976. 
This study also included 
documentation sf Konrad Zuse's 
own papcrs. 
Siegfried Muench 
+49 224 B 14 2303 
email: muench@kmx.gmd.dbp.de 
Workshop an Intelligent 
Inte~aces for Information 
Systems 
GMD - An international 
workshop on the subject of 
""Itelligent hIterfaces for 
IM-omation Systems" was held on 
1 and 2 November, 1990, by 
GMD9s Darmstadt Institute for 
Integrated Publication and 
Information Systems in 
cooperation with the University of 
Darmstadt, the University of 
Colorado in Boulder and the 
Expert Committee on ""Htegrated 
Publication and Information 
Systems" of the Gesellschaft fcr 
Informasik (Computer Science 
Society). In addition to the seven 
invi ted Bectuners, Hans-Dieter 
Bdcker (GMD), Jaime Carbonell 
(Carnegie MelBon University), 
Gerhard Fischer (University s f  
Colorado), Walter Kintsch 
(University of Colorado), Gerhard 
Mnorz (University of Darmsaadt), 
Brian C. Vickery (University 
College, London) and Wolfgang 
'WahTster (German Research 
Centre for Artificial %inre%ligcnce), 
ten other speakers from five 
countfies gave an overview of the 
intemationd state of research ad 
presented the results of individual 
projects and protoqypes. The 
programme of lectures was 
complemented by system 
demonstrations. 
The around 100 guests heard 
general leceurcs kllowed by more 
specialised talks on knowledge- 
based and epistemological 
approaches employed in the 
development of interfaces for such 
widely varying information 
co%lcc%i~n§ as fact databases, the 
belles-lettres collection of a public 
library, or large object-oriented 
programs as sources for software 
rcutilisation. Some lectures dealt 
with the panicular problems of 
access to hypefiext systems. Ohcr  
subjects included, for example, 
psychological findings on human 
memory and possible 
consequences for the design of 
information retrieval systems, 
linguistic analyses of specialist 
dialogues and the generation of 
mu%timodal presentations of 
infomation Contents. 
The -a@level of int~rcst shown in 
the workshop by various 
disciplines was demonstrated by 
h e  attcndmce of researchers from 
fields as varied as information 
retrieval, artificial intelligence, 
computer Hinguistics, psychology 
and information science. On the 
occasion of the workshop, Prof. 
Gerhard Knorz also headed a 
preparatory meeting for the 
establishent by the Gesellschaft 
f i r  Infomatik of a special interest 
group ori -""nfom~ation Retrieva:" 
~ ~ k i c h  is intended to take account 
s f  this wid@ range of interests. 
Comparison 0% Pagalael 
Computers 
GMD - GMD held a fomm 
on concepts and applications sf 
pardlel systems, " E p S Y  91," in 
St Augustin from 8 to 10 April, 
1991. The aim of this forum was to 
provide a comparative sanmey of 
paraiflel computers that are already 
suitable for use today, as well as 
their arcnitectures, languages, 
development tools and expe~ence 
gained through their  practical 
application. 
This aim was achieved with 
summary lectures and 
presentations of CMD's  own 
parallel computer systems. 
Manufacturers and suppliers of 
parallel computers also presented 
their respective computers and 
demonstrated them in action. The 
forum was completed by reports 
on practical e x p e ~ e n c e  by users 
from industv and research. 
Workshop an Information 
Retrieval 
GMD - A workshop on 
Information Retrieval  jointly 
organized by the  German 
"'Gesellschift f i r  iinfoma6kW and 
the GMD will be held at the GMD 
Integrated Publication and 
Infomation Systems Institute on 
June 24 to 25, 1991. For the first 
time in Gemany ,  %he workshop 
will bring togellner scientishs fmm 
the v a ~ o u s  aspcts  of Infomation 
Retrieval thereby providing a 
broad survey of ;he field. 
Evaluation aspects, user inlerlaces, 
implementation techniques, 
knowledge represcncation, and 
advanced applications will be the 
main topics sf she workshop. One 
of the workshop activities will be 
the foundation of a special inaercst 
group on Information Retrieval 
wiihin  he Gesellschafl fiir 
Hnfomaaik. 
XsUerdarn) amd A. Schrijver (CWI 
and University of Amsterdam). 
WIore infomation can be obtained 
from the Symposium %ecretariat, 
kel, +3B 20 675 21120, fax -1-3 1 28 
662 8136, ernail: %smp@swi.psy.- 
uva rd 
Paralley'"-- s ~ I O C C S S H ~ ~ ~  Datatabi- IS^, 
Neiws~ks a116 Diserihicd Systems 
(ex-paogrmmes Z9  3 aid 4); 
Symbolic Computation, 
Programming and Software 
Engineering (ex- I); 
Aflificial Intelligence, Cognitive 
Systems and Man-machine 
Communication (ex-8 4 parts of 
ex- l , 4  md 5): 
Robotics, h a g e s  m d  %%ion (ex- 
4); 
LIFE IN THE INSTITUTES Signal Processing,  Control, 
14th international Automatic Mmufactufing (ex-5); 
Symposium so Scientific Cssapuating, Numeficd 
IPJRlW Research Teame Win Software and Computer-aided 
T- 6RAY Prizes cngineedng (ex-7). 
CWP - Amsterdm will host 
the 14th International Symposium 
on Mathema"ica1 Programming 
from August 5 to 9, 199 1. This 
triennial meeting of the 
Mathematical Programming 
Society is organized jointly by 
CWI,  the Free University 
Amsterdaq and ehc Uniyeeities of 
Amsterdam, Eindhovens 
Rotterdam and Tilburg, T h e  
meeting offers invited and 
contributed talks on theoretical, 
computational and practical 
aspccts of the field. 
1-aurent Kott 
INRIA - CWAU France a33 139635303 
ernall: kot@in~a.in~a.fz 
awards annual prizes to research 
teams using high-speed and 
parallel computers. Recently two 
prizes were awarded to research 
teams at INRIA: one for the work 
on CAPRAW (exploitation of fine 
grain parallelism) znd Lhe other for 
the work of Andre Gagalowicz and 
his team SYNTIM on image 
synthesis md analysis. 
email: eisenbei@ced.kda.fi 
AndrC Gaealowicz 
+33 9. 39 z3 54 618 
The plenary opening address ernait: ag@bora.inria.fr 
will be delivered by W. R. 
Pulleyblank ( IBM Thomas J 
Watson Research Center, USA, 
and Univcrsity of Waterloo, 
Cmada). There will be a series of 
some fifteen invited lectures of 
one hour each. In addition, a large 
number of shorter presentations 
will cover a widc variety of 
subjects, as well of R fundmentd 
nature as dircctcd eo applications 
and teaching. 
The organizing committee is 
chaired by J. K. LensIra 
(Eindhovcn University of 
Technology and CWI), A. M. 6. 
Rimooy Km (Erasrnus Uwive~ity 
BNR%A"s New Research 
Programme 
INRIA - Research at INRIA 
is organized in research teams 
composed of 118 to 15 persons 
(pemanent staff9 Ph. D. studcnes, 
guest researchers, postdoc"bora8 
fellows). ~resently thcre are about 
60 projects. For  the sake of 
presentation and of evaluation 
these teams are grouped into 
programmes. INRIA now has 
reduced its number from eight to 
six programmes, as follows: 
-,"- -. -7 " 
~ j q d 3  - Jan &,gjek9 
;cseareher in  CW19s research 
gron@ on Logic arrd Language, has 
been appointed paa-time professor 
at miva;rsity sf tP:y~.;r,&~ in h,e 
logical aspeers sf compuiaeionak 
4,ingafsGcs. 
:-< .$s- 
i u . V  - 
TD ,~ o f ,  - - Jacg de 
- BakP.-.- head of CmT19s 
departmen-; of Software 
Technology, has been elected a 
member oP the Acaderr~ia 
Earapaea. 
G M 2  - 9r, B4ichael Tirnm? 
Acting Head of thc GMD Institute 
Ior Systems Enginee~ng, will take 
up a post in the data processing 
and organisation division of rhe 
Gerling Group ow 1 April, 1991, 
CW! - Oip Sape Mullendel, He become Head of the 
leader of CWPYs research project " % ~ f t ' v ~ a r e  Engineering" 
on Distributed Svstems (Amoeba, de~afiment. 
3 a,nnpty@i-ve effon .with 
University of Amsterdam9 and CrviD - Dr- Or* Norbert A, 
uabware supported by the Open S-" StreiQz, Head sf  Publications and 
Foundati9pf OSF), accepted a Hypertext Systems in GMD 
13rofessors$iD a"ge unjvcysit, ol Tnstin~te for Integrated hblicatio8-s 
kvdente in systems programking lnformaeion Systems was 
and Architecture. AS a appointed Associate Editor of 
consequence, Amoeba has been 
serminated at CWl. Mullender 
remains arfiliated with CWI as an 
adviser 
G M  - $%a-, Thomas 
Christaller, Kead of the GMD 
Research Group on Expert. 
S y s z n ~ s ~  was appointed as a 
university professor and awarded a 
chair in Lhe Faculty of Linguistics 
and Literature Studies at  the 
University of BieIefeBd, With 
effect from 1 Bcmober, 1990, Dr. 
ACM Transactions on Hxfomation 
Systems (TBHS) wilk effect from 
December 1990. In $he summer of 
1990% Dr Streit. was appointed to 
the Editorial Board of the 
intemakiona~ journal BPgypmedia. 
GMD - Dr- &Klaus Truol, a 
scientist in Chc GMD Instizute for 
Systems Eaginceriwg was 
appointed for two years as 
Chairman of be Technical Liaison 
Group by the EWBS Technical 
Assemblv E u r o ~ e a n  Wokshoo on 
Nialyshev ( S w ~ e t  Unron) are 
spending t h e e  periods oZ half a 
yeas at three different ERCIM 
i,~stitutiisns (see BRCHBJ Ncws No, 
5). Eaindl i s  a speeialisl i k  
sornputer vision, Wnttccn wrote his 
P h ~  thesis about the applica:io~ 
cf t e n ~ o r a l  ogic in telerobotics 
$Adyshev9s speciality is numeied 
linear algebra. 
d .  
CkristaUer was appointed Bead of Open Systems, Brdssels). Eric Ruaen 
the CMD Institute for Applied 
p - - --b - 3 
T D -- r V;etaer  
Crzemer? lecture: in %he Instk,:e 
for T e c h ~ o % o g y  Transfer, has 
accepted a professorial chair in 
agric~ltural infomafion science at 
Ntbtingeaa Technicai College. Re 
~ e s k  J J ~  the chair on 1 March, 
1991, and will build u p  the 
department of "Applied 
Infomgarisn Science, in paflicular 
GMD - Dip1.-Ing, Leo A, 
Nefiodow, Head of the 'BNorki~g 
Pany on Efficiency and Program 
S t n d ~ e s ,  was appointed to ",he 
ohpert cornrr~ittce ""The 
Iwfrastrscture of the Cornnu-  
nizaliosus Sxiety" with effect c~om 
I January9 4 391, The appoi~mment 
was made by the  Minister- 
President of the Land of 
ScMesPhg-Holstein. 
ERCBM - Michal Haindl 
(Czechoslovakia), Eric Rutten 
Ag~cdtura l  Infomation %cience." (France) and Alexander  Alexander Msiyshev 
25 
European Research Csnsoflianm 
for Informatics and kdatk'semati~s 
The European Research Consofiium for informatics and Mathematics 
oRers 
The fellowships will have a duration of 18 months, and are divided into 3 periods sf six 
months, each to be spent in one of the four ERClM Institutes (CWI, GMD, INRIA, RAL) 
The program will stafl on 1 July 1991 
Research Themes 
S o h a r e  Technology Concurrency 
Performance Analysis Scientific Computation 
PA- In\*;+ n m j  A / ~ l h r ; t h m ~  w P A ~ ~ I  dnr I ~ + A P ) ~ P + ; A P S  
vui 1 l p l ~ ~ l i y  di lbi PI LJUI I 1 1 1  113 Huiaaa, I uul lpUL- ~i ie ilci abtiui E 
Data Protection VbSl Design 
Software for Parallel Systems Symbolic Computation 
Image Analysis High Speed Networking 
Systems a d  Control Theory Databases 
Applications 
-Before 1 May 1991 
-Maximum age: 35 
-PhD's only 
-Open to Residents sf European Countries 
-Not open to (former) employees sf ERCIM members 
Information 
For application forms and detailed information, contact: 
ERClWl , c/o INRIA "TI. +33-1-39 63 53 78 
Dsmaine de Voluceau Fax -633-1 -39 63 53 30 
B.P. 105 Email: ercim@inria. inria.fr 
781 53 Le Chesnay cedex, France 
R A L  

n;-p a *-< s .  
zeG flu rnL ~ j ~ t f n ~ c ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
S "Asasc., Nt",CSIS T&p9 .Tap; 
!<.Chon, KAIST* Sew], Xoi-ea 
L.Csaba, A/lTi%, Si',&l Budapest, W u n g p ~  
i;,.Dilnthine, UoLicgc, Bclgiurc 
,".v.@sEehuysen, casteren, NcthNla~j& 
k.;'crbcri, A"h; za~hradge, E,R. 
PLinirngt'ia!, iJofCcnt C;;nl~rbciil;, TJ,K 
" T -  k$'.A.McCrurn, Depart.of G r p n ~ ~  Canada 
- 
:.Najin, ":R.lk Xcxquenconrt, France 
A,~c&:oti, RGCS Sofia, zulgaria 
d,Kikul;s, EST1 Riga, USSR 
K.Raymond, UoQncensiand, Ausudia 
K.Kayfier, Bribsh 'Te?cxomg U_M_ 
Ii.Rndinl IBM Zirkck, Swi~zeelan6 
C.Satllcr? IIR, Berlin 
G,S@h kirnl ania, "G;~Z"-""ir'-- - - '  'ilb . dhus, Berim 
iM.Sloman, Imperial College, U,R. 
J.-S.Secf,ani, CNET Paris, France 
A..\;llollsz. !ITS PAN Glyiwice, PO;~I-BT,~ 
-m 14nti-..-\yr,i-6i:ih7e :-rq71~r\d il.iko v x -  - ' \ -  . - .  
I . b r 6t ~ ~ L ~ # ~ & , & a ~ ~ ~ , a ~ d ~ d ~  -.!4. a - u ~  % J L ~  &G gj.-b!cn ly<a-:a< {aplcs 33: "<JOL"!<$- 
----- -. -.-.-.=-.- 
hop: Basic 8DP  Wefcecace Moeel, Oijjece :>r&mied Spec.ificae~on~ TINA, Ent~rpcise M/:od- 
el iiqg, &iaT544, Ta[,ellgew: N ~ I W O K ~ C C :  .4~~e2te$ pa~:e;+s s-re yei:??;ted i.r serial q n ~ ~ i o g ~  
iSddidonal?y presentztions of Ins:. rnlnutc mini-piipeas and position statcrnzsets arc welcornc. 
A Panel Discussiors. sc the East European $erq:five on the Te~c~o~mmsus;ii:aiir,i? M a k t  
will be held. For kbe denons~afjo;i;, sf tools b&nia,a% snpport for say, i:BM !$Jorksragions 
arhe P@s ipjill b4: pro-~;ded, 
Worksh0.9 Cl_-=- 2 ~ ~ -  Paa.t%cl.x~&&~ All papers bbl-, refereed.~ Papers shod"? .sxce,c& 12 p;eges. 
b., ~npa_ni~ien{~ i*iil?e North Wnllaaad 8.re bp_ing made 8 0  publi~ii: the workshap pr~cee&ngs. 
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Effort is being made t~ yovide financial support for a limited number or paflicIpa~& 20". 
EasEim 'f;arops: r&uced costs, Thc VJc~rkshop la~guage is English. ?[case sukimii 5 copies 
of your con~butiasn to one of the Drogranl.me ch.fiimcn: 
Jan d, Ifleer, GMD-FOKUS 7b731ker Heymy, IJR 
z]d~~~;~~'n&%E~la .ChninjFjg$$ Id&r&nbcrgpIaa 2, B. 1 Om BerFj.;~ 92 Radawe; ~ p i ~ L a s s m  5; Z- 1199 Ba.lln J.Kittan, IiR phone: 4 9  30 25499-200 phor~e: -+37 2 474 4.179 (or -5196) A.Rennoch, GPID-FOMUS 
fa: +49 30 2";499-20% {ax: +3'7 14,635-2200 R.Roeh, ClUD-FOMUS 
ernail: jdn?@fokus.berlin.grfld.dbp.de cmaQ1: Reyme@ik-berlipa,,dw,d.bpPdc P.Schoo (Chair), CMD-F3MUS 
